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The real cost of fake IDs
Geoffery Cunningham
Staff Writer
"4-11-71 ... 4-11-71 ... 2-6-7
Beatrice Lane. ... 267 Beatrice
Lane.," Bill repeats to himself as he
fidgets in line. He feels ready, but
still nervous about facing the man
who sits in front of him on the stool.
Bill knows that the man on the stool
decides whether he sees that girl
he's been talking to all week, or gets
embarrassed in front of the whole
bar.
The man on the stool — who will
judge whether Bill's ID is worth the
$75 he paid for it— is King Maljan,
doorman for the South Mission

Beach bar,the Pennant. King has worked
as a doorman for three years, long enough
to leam patterns that develop concern
ing fake IDs and the people who use
them. Like most bouncers, King knows
what he is looking for when approached

Part Three
of a three-part VISTA series
by a customer.
Before even looking at the ID, bounc
ers will most likely look at the person
who is giving them the ID. "If they look
too young I get real suspicious ... or if
they're whispering to their friends or
checking to see who's working (the
door)," says King.

After briefly studying the person,
bouncers have a good idea about what
they are dealing with,and can moveon to
the ID. First, they will notice if the ID
looks real enough.
This can vary depending on whether
the ID is a California license or an outof-state license. Like most bouncers,
King says that fake, old California IDs
(pre-hologram) are easier to pick out
than out-of-state IDs because he sees
more of them. He knows when the
printing looks wrong or if it was done on
a typewriter.
Bouncers can tell if an out-of-state ID
is fake by looking to see if it was taken by
a Polaroid camera, if it is too dark, or if
it looks drawn. "If we can't tell, we'll
see LAW on page 3

Young Black Men Are Dying
Play candidly deals with black life in modern society
Stephanie Sullivan
Staff Writer
The struggles of many young
African-American males was
illustrated in the lines from
James Chapman's play, "Our
\ Young Black Men Are Dying
and Nobody Seems To Care,"
which was performed at USD
|on Nov. 18.
This emotional theater piece
gave testimony to the litany of
|crime,drugs,murder, AIDS and
* intolerance that contribute to
Actors in Our Young Black Men are Dying j^e innumerable ways in which

blacks lose their lives in modem
society. This bleak but humorous
play, performed by Carlton
Newsome, Desmond Moody, Jey
Lewis and Joseph Jammer, calls upon
us to think about our fate as a com
munity.
In 1983, Chapman wrote a suicide
note to his mother. He was 23, a
school dropout and homeless—what
was left? His suicide note took the
form of a play and is currently being
performed throughout the U.S.
"I didn't want to die and if I was
going to live, I had to take responsisee THEATER on page 2

Corporate associates recognized
S. Bryan Dobson
Editor-in-Chief
The USD Corporate Associates pro
gram was established in 1982 to foster
relationships between USDand thecor
porate community. The Corporate As
sociates program enables foundations,
businesses and corporations to become
members by virtue of a minimum an
nual gift of $1,000.
USD's Office of Corporate Rela
tions hosts a recognition event every
semester. The fall event was held on
Friday, Nov. 19 in the University Cen

ter. Former U.S. Ambassador to Ja
pan, Dr. Michael H. Armacost, ad
dressed attending representatives from
the 102 member corporations on the
economic future of Japan.
Armacost returned in July from
four years in Japan, which provided
him with an understanding of Japan's
role in the changing global economy.
Armacost revealed some interest
ing facts about the Japanese political
economy. Japan now makes up 25
percent of the global economy, up
from only four percent in 1960. He
credits this to Japan' s emphasis on the
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USD Law prof. Alan Bersin, U.S. attorney

USD law prof
confirmed by
Senate
Andrea Brennan
Staff Writer

Alan Bersin, a USD visiting law professor, was
sworn in as the U.S. attorney in San Diego and Imperial
counties on monday.
"I am very honored to be selected as U.S. attorney
and delighted with the opportunity to get started in
public service," Bersin said. Bersin has received formal
recognition from San Diego Mayor Susan Golding, the
Los Angeles City Council, the Hispanic Urban Center
and the State Bar of California for his probono legal
service. He is presently on leave from a private firm in
Los Angeles where he is a senior partner specializing in
securities and insurance litigation.
Bersin is now the chief federal law enforcement
officer in the Southern District of California. Nomi
nated by President Clinton, his appointment marks a
shift from the past 12 years when the office was gov
erned by Republican administrators.
This District's federal courts are focused on immisee PROF on page 3

fundamentals.
The Japanese save, invest and edu
cate better than anyone in the world,
said to Armacost. For example, Japa
nese workers save 30 percent of their
incomes, as opposed to eight percent
in the United States and Europe.
The ability of the Japanese to look
long-term has enabled them to re
main flexible as the rest of the world
has fallen into rough economic times.
The current global recession and a
change in the political structure of
Japan leads analysts to believe that
see CORPORATE on page 4

Michael Armacost poses with USD Corporate Associates

Brady Bill passes, sort of
Matt Klawitter
Staff Writer
Last week, the Senate rescued
the Brady Bill from legislative tur
moil in a 63-36 vote and approved
the five-day waiting period for the
purchase of a handgun.
The bill authorizes spending $200
million a year for updating state and
local criminal records. These ac
cessible records would check crimi
nal histories and indicate any men
tal disorders. However, this bill

only has a life time of five years.
After the bill expires, an automated
system would be implemented by
dealers, who could check a
customer's record in less than a few
minutes, and the gun could be pur
chased in one day.
For the final passage of this bill
in the Senate, 16 Republicans joined
47 Democrats in favor. The bill will
go to the House conference com
mittee to be reconciled with the
House version. The two drafts of
this bill from the Senate and the
House are not supposed to be ex

tremely different, but it was not
clear whether a compromise ver
sion could be ready before lawmak
ers adjourn for the year.
Congressional approval of this
bill isalmost certain, and the Senate
action was significant in the nation
wide debate over gun control. The
proposal is for new federal restric
tions on gun ownership. Advocates
see this bill as a breakthrough for
"broader new government action in
that area."
see GUNS on page 4
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BOGOTA, COLOMBIA — ProsecutorGeneral Gustavo De Greiff told the El
Tiempo newspaper that Colombia's war on
drugs has failed and the country should
legalize cocaine and marijuana trafficking
because the United States and Europe are
decriminalizing consumption. De Greiff
went on to say, "They can't tell us to keep
sacrificing people if they are not doing any
thing against the consumer. This lack of
prosecution of consumption is what is re
sponsible for the failure of current repres
sive policies against the cocaine trade."

SAN FRANCISCO — The federal Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention's $539
million annual effort to slow the spread of
HIV has been unsuccessful, reported a fed
erally appointed panelof AIDS experts. "The
federal bureaucracy hasnot acted upon AIDS
as a crisis situation," said Norma Lopez of
the National Council of La Raza in Wash
ington, D.C. The 50-member Advisory
Committee on the Prevention of HIV Infec
tion concluded that the federal government
failed to identify HIV transmission trends,
to assist people in reducing high-risk behav
ior, or to target prevention efforts at those at
greatest risk — gay men, African Americans
and Latinos.

SAN FRANCISCO - Four members of a
northern California wedding party are being
charged with the sexual assault of twin babies
belonging to the bride. Christina Von Renner,
24, and her fiance, Mark Christian Maitoza,
27, checked into a local hotel with their two
friends who were to serve as witnesses at their
wedding. However, before the marriage was
conducted, Von Renner was forced to take her
28-day-old daughter to a local hospital after
the baby experienced internal bleeding.
The baby and Von Renner's son were later
determined to have been sexually abused.
Von Renner and Maitoza were both booked
for child endangerment and possession of a
controlled substance. Their companions,
Christina Marie Hoisington, 24, and Brian
Allen Eversole, 29, were also arrested on drug
and child endangerment charges.
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AMMAN, JORDAN—Jordan's parliament
approved a letter Sunday that peace with
Israel waspossible but not until Palestinians
regain their lost territory. King Hussein of
Jordan has been pushing for peace since the
PLO signed a peace agreement with Israel.
While the letter carefully didnot specify the
territories that should be returned to the
Palestinians, it is the closest fundamental
ists in Jordan's parliament have come to
endorsing the latest chapter in the Middle
East peace process.

•THEATER

WASHINGTON — A Clinton administration
working group has discussed government sub
sidies for companies that hire or find jobs for
welfare recipients. However, the proposal has
yet tobe presented to President Clinton. There
are several options involved in the welfare
reform. "The President promised during the
campaign a work-centered program to get
people off welfare,"
said Donna Shalala, Health and Human Ser
vices Secretary. The Administration said it is
consikering thesubsidies toprivate businesses.

SAN FRANCISCO - Approximately 100
people were left homeless by fires which
struck apartment buildings in the HaightAshbury district. The five-alarm fire spread
throughout a row of Victorian-style apartments.
LOS ANGELES - The Lakers won consecutive
games onFriday andSaturday. Don't lose the faith,
Laker fans.

continued from page 1

bility for my life," Chapman said. The social
problems presented apply to all youths, not
just blacks. "It's not just us. We're like the
poster child for these problems," Chapman
said.
The play tells stories of hope and despair,
of love and hurt, of dreams and disappoint
ments. Chapman discusses social problems
such as AIDS, homophobia, homelessness,
the ethnic origin of Jesus Christ,police bru
tality, drugs, heterosexual relations and the
military. Even though a sense of agony is
predominant, Chapman also holds out hope.
"There is indeed a new optimism among
African men, Chapman said. "We see young
men and women speaking out against the
madness that is killing us. But the fact still
remains that most black men die at the hands
of other black men-—we cannot avoid this
reality."
Many scenes were descriptive and grue
some, but how could the problems of today's
corrupted world not be described as such?
For example, the issue of homelessness is
illustrated by a simultaneously comical and
despairing character. This scene involves a
20-year- oldhomeless male whose most prized
possession is a pair of "pink superfly pants
with the zipper broken."
In a hysterically drunk voice, he tells his
story of being cold and hungry on Christmas
Eve when a man in a Cadillac bribed him into
his car in exchange for food and shelter. As
he stepped into the car, he was given a burger
and fries. But he did not expect to have the
man fondle him. Angered, he killed the man
while being molested, and thus soiled his
superfly pants with blood and semen. This
frightening and shocking end to the scene left
the audience silenL as did other scenes.
"Our Young Black Men Are Dying and No
body Seems To Care" presents a humorous yet
seriousillustrationof thisnahon'sproblems. These
powerfulperformances were important for many
tosee.Itre-emphasizedhow desperate Americais
inneed for socialchanges,andhow only individu
als can make those changes.

You ure cordially invited to the

1993 Commuter Students
Christmas Open House
Monday, December 6, 1993
11:00 AM -3:00 PM
UC103 AB

Bring your invitation for some treats and a
picture with Santa Claus and bis Elf.
REFRESHMENTS PROVIDED
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continued from page 1
just whip out the book and see how
it measures up," says bouncer Mike
Reynolds, referring to the ID Check
ing Guide.
But the book doesn't scare all ID
makers. Says Sam, an ID maker
from USD who chooses to remain
anonymous, "The book is just an
other critic ... and I've passed the
test many times. We (ID makers)
use the book to make the IDs any
way."
Bouncers also look for patterns
in the amounts of certain state IDs
thatshowupatonetime. King says
he can often tell what is the most
recent ID being madeat USD by the
amount that he sees over a short
period of time. He says that, due to
sudden boosts in their appearance,
Montana, Idaho and Georgia IDs
are generally known to be fake.
In-state or out-of-state, the ID
may not be fake, it may have been
borrowed by a friend or relative —
something Detective Sgt. Joe
Cunningham of the San Diego Po
lice Department Vice Squad says is
just as common.
Both Mike and King agree that if
the ID is real, but it isn't really the
user's picture, the customer has a
better chance of getting in. "It's
smarter to have an ID that is reason
ably close to what you look like,"
says King.
To check for validity, King says
he looks at the date first, but he pays
attention to the height more than
anything else. Mike says he has
asked anything from address to state
capital, and he has made some cus
tomers sign a napkin to compare it
to the signature on the ID.
Both bouncers had no comment
when asked about letting in people
they knew were underage with fake
IDs. Both also say that a person's

sex makes no difference in whether
or not they are let into the bar.
After the customer is checked
and has been refused, they are ei
ther given their ID back, or the
bouncer will keep it. "I'll probably
give it back unless someone de
cides to become Mr. Toughguy,and
then there's no chance," says King.
Many bouncers say that they
don't want to take an ID away from
someone, and it usually depends on
the person's attitude. "I usually feel
bad about taking an ID, but if they
start complaining about getting in, I
don't care at all," says Mike.
Most bouncers are paid extra by
the bar for the amount of fake IDs
they turn in at the end of the night.
King says he makes five dollars for
each ID he turns in, while other
bouncers at big nightclubs might
make up to$50.
All of the IDs are collected and stored
after they are taken. After a certain
period of time, members of the vice
squad or the Alcoholic Beverage Con
trol (ABC) will come in and check on
the bar's progress. "The guys from the
vice squad or ABC will come in and
we'll show them the box (containing
the IDs)... they'll just say something
like,'Lodes good! Keep it up!'and
leave."
The vice squad will often check
for themselves to see if there is
anyone underage in a bar. They
will enter the bar, perhaps under
cover, and either pick out people
they think are underage, or check
everyone in the bar by locking the
doors. The vice squad visits the
Pennant about twice a month.
Cunningham says that the SDPD
has 2500 licensed establishments
under its watch. They follow past
histories, and complaints from
neighboring residents and other
competing bars when deciding what
bars to investigate.
If a person is caught with a fake

• PROF
continued from page 1

gration and drug-smuggling cases associated with the
Mexican border. Bersin has indicated that he would
like to see a more aggressive approach to problems
concerning heath-care fraud, consumer fraud, envi
ronmental pollution and civil-rights offenses.
Bersin's critics point to his virtually non-existent
criminal law experience. Supporters, including Cali
fornia Sen. Barbara Boxer (D. Calif), focus more on
his academic credentials and his good civil-rights
record.
Bersin lectured in law at the University of Southern
California and taught political science at Occidental
College. His supporters also say that Bersin's experi
ence in lawsuits involving the Racketeer-Influenced
and Corrupt Organizations Act (RICO) will give him
strength inpursuing en vironmen tal and corporate crim i-

ID, he or she will be charged with a
misdemeanor and given a fine of
around $200 according to
Cunningham. The establishment
that is caught letting in the minor
with a fake ID is fined $10,000.
After bars are caught and fined,
the vicesquad makes sure they have
learned their lesson. "We stay with
the problem until it is resolved ...
We train the bars on how to spot
IDs," says Cunningham. Due to the
intimidating fine, Cunningham be
lieves, 'The bars are getting a lot
more sophisticated."
But as the bars get more sophis
ticated, so do the IDs. "I use the
feedback I get from my customers,
and other little tricks to guarantee
my safety," says Sam. Sam has
even incorporated the use of his
home computer to help him avoid
dealing with the law. "I have two
choices to make it so 1 won't get
caught— I can quit, or I can get
better."
The penalty for Sam, for the
felony of making and selling false
identification, could be anything
from a warning to ten years in fed
eral prison. "These guys (makers)
are out to make a fast buck... it gets
into counterfeiting, fraud and other
felonies ... meanwhile, kids get
hurt," says Cunningham.
Says Sam about his customers,
the bouncers, the makers and the
vice squad, "None of us are right,
because while we all want to be
righteous, we're all acting just a
little blind. Kids know they
shouldn't drink, but they think
they're old enough. The bouncer
says he's stopping the kid, but the
whole bar is full of them. The vice
says they' re stopping all of us (bars,
customers and makers), but
we're all still here. And even
though I don't like to admit that
I'm a part of the whole chain, I
know I am."

nals. As the primary lawyer for the Philippines, Bersin
used this law to recover assets taken from former dictator
Ferdinand Marcos.
In addition to these wide-ranging and impressive ca
reer credentials, Bersin is also a long-time personal friend
of President Clinton. Bersin and Clinton were fellow
Rhodes Scholars at Oxford and classmates at Yale Law
School. Last fall, Bersin managed the Clinton-Gore
campaign in San Diego.
USD Provost, Sister Sally Furay, is the chairwoman of
Sen. Boxer's Judicial Appointment Advisory Commit
tee, which rated the applicants for U.S. attorney in the
Southern District. Sister Furay said thatthe committee is
a diverse group of eight people— four men and four
women, including three Hispanics and one African Ameri
can.
The committee reviews the qualifications of the appli
cants and solicits outside imput without getting "into the
politics of it,"Furay said. They then submit the ratings to
Boxer, who in turn nominates a candidate and sends the
candidate's name to Washington. Furay said that Bersin
received the highest possible rating of "exceptionally
well qualified," and she said he will do a very fine job.

STUDENT WRITERS NEEDED
f O WRITE TELEVISION COMMERCIAL
BILINGUAL STUDENTS PREFERRED

PAYS WELL
OTHER POSITIONS AVAILABLE

CALL 549-9777

Public Affairs
If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to: USD VISTA;
Attn: News Editor; 5998 Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, event
title and some background onthe
event. All submissions are due
two weeks prior to publication.
The USD VISTA reserves the right
to deny servicing of press re
leases.

Student-teacher
sexual relations
In the past 10 years, American
universities have been embroiled in
politics involving sexual harassment
on campus. These policies are de
signed to protect the individual stu
dent and the integrity of academic
programs. But a new type of policy
is becoming more widely enforced
on select university campuses, and
proponents claim it walks hand in
hand with sexual harassment legis
lation. These policies have to do
with consensual professor-student
sexual relationships.
In June of 1991, the College of
Wiliiam and Mary became the first
American university to adopt a ban
on professor-student intimate rela
tionships, reported National Student
News Service. Its policy states that
"faculty membersareadvisedagainst
participating in amorous relation
ships with students enrolled in their
classes." However, The University
did not mandate any specific sanc
tions against individuals who defied
the policy. Several other universi
ties quickly followed suit Tufts
enactedapolicy thatunilaterally bans
such relationships, stating such be
havior is subject to "disciplinary
action." The provost at Tufts
claimed, "It was just one of those
things I felt was not subject to de
bate."
Harvard and Radcliffe enacted
their own policy, stating that"offic
ers and other members of the teach
ing staff should be aware that any
romantic involvement with their stu
dents makes them liable for formal
actionagainstthem." Oddly enough,
one of its own professors, Professor
Emeritus John Kenneth Galbraith,
had 50 years before wedded one of
his students.
The issue is a volatile one. Pro
ponents of a ban on professor-stu
dent relationships claim that the
issue comes down to one of aca
demic fairness to other studentsand
the question of mutualconsent. They
say that a universal ban on such
relationships will help prevent the
unwanted sexual attention between
faculty and students that is often
present on college campuses. Many
professors note that it is not exclu
sively the professor who initiates
sexual contact. According to John
Boswell of Yale University, he has
been approached by both young
women and men who for a variety of
reasonsoffered themselves sexually.
He said, "Self-restraint is the way to
avoid being unfair."
Feminists argue that there is al
ready a nearly insurmountable power

dynamic present in a professor-stu
dent relationship and to preserve
academic subjectivity, sexuality
should not enter into it at all. These
bans would supposedly eliminate
much of the gray area that invari
ably arises with questions of aca
demic favoritism or sexual propri
ety in harassment suits.
Opponents of the bans question
the wisdom of the In Loco Parentis
or "in place of parent," mindset that
controls many American universi
ties. It essentially requires the uni
versity to protect its students from
whatever experience, sexual or oth
erwise, they may encounter and be
damaged by. They claim the uni
versity is a place of self-regulation
and accountability. A ban on sex
forces parental supervision of indi
viduals who are at a university to,
according to Leon Botstein of Bard
College of Music,"try on the clothes
of adulthood."
Opponents also claim that teach
ers are not surrogate parents, so any
incestual implications are absurd.
They argue that with any sort of
ban,especiallyoneregulating some
thing as fundamental as sexuality,
people are forced to lie. This more
than anything, they claim, damages
the integrity of the university.
Joan Blythe, professor of English
at the University of Kentucky and
opponent of the bans, claims a ban
"erects a barrier, because it presents
me, the teacher, as rapacious, preda
tory and dangerous even before I
walk in the classroom." Botstein
agrees: "What's been lost is the
sense of comfort people had with an
informal relationship between stu
dents and faculty." He refers to the
Oxfordian common room comfort
in "Chariots of Fire," where professorsoffered students sherry."That's
against the law today."
The University of Virginia re
cently overturned a proposal to ban
faculty-student relationships be
cause, according to Sharon Davie,
director of theUVA Women'sCenter, "It oversimplified things and
overlooked the positive relation
ships that can result."
Other critics of the nationwide
proposed bans claim that the bans
purposely sidestep the basic issue,
which addresses the question of
whether students and teachers
should sleep together. Usually in a
professor-studentrelationship there
is a great disparity in age and expe
rience. In a Puritanical society,
student-professor sexual relation
ships are frowned upon but are not
necessarily open to legislation with
out civil rights violations. It is, fur
thermore, an 18th- century construct
that passion interrupts reason. This
presumably presents a conflict of in
terest between students and teachers
who are intimately involved Both
sides agree that the relationship is
complicated, but opponents of the
bans claim thatreason and passionare
no longer considered to be diametri
cally opposed.
According to Dr. Mitch
Malachowski, associate dean of Aits
and Sciences,and Dr.Tom Cosgrovc,
associate dean of students at USD
maintains a policy on sexual harass
ment, but holds no policy on profes
sor-student relationships as such.

- Erin Quirk
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Cosmetic surgery ahead for Grille
Grille looks to future nose job, tummy tuck or complete face-lift

Greg Harfcless
Staff Writer
Student leaders and administrators have
taken steps in recent weeks toward remodel
ing the Courtyard Grille and converting the
Maher Hall dining room into a coffeehouse.
Uncomfortable chairs, a cold atmosphere
and decorations that have often been the butt
of jokes from comedians contribute to what
junior senator Eric Ludwig called a "lack of
personality" in the Grille.
The idea of building a pub on campus was
officially put to death early this year. Yet,
other ideas are still in the work.
Many
suggested adding a coffeemaker to the Grille.
Others, however, thought the two don't mix
well. "When was the last time you had a cafe
mocha with a side of curly fries?" Ludwig
asked.
That conflict was resolved earlier this year
when it was decided to convert the dining
room in Maher Hall into a coffee shop. "It
already has an atmosphere to it," said Tom
Cosgrove, assistant dean of students and di
rector of the University Center.
Assistant Director of Dining Services
Cheryl Garner is working on the transforma
tion and opening is set for spring.
A consensus was reached about what to do
with the Grille. Although nothing has been
set in stone,one name being seriously consid
ered for the remodeled Grille is 'Traditions."
"(The junior class) is the first class to be
younger than the University," Ludwig pointed
out, emphasizing the lack of tradition at

USD.
Another change being considered is to
create a door between the Grille and the game
room to support the sports theme.
"I like it," said Pete Ryan, director of
outdoor recreation and leisure programs. "I

around the perimeter of the game room and
taping areas around the tables within which
no food or drink would be allowed.
"We've had tables broken within two weeks
of purchase," Ryan said. "It's really discour
aging." Ping pong tables cost $240 each,

think it is unfortunate that they aren't con
nected now."
While all seem to be in favor of linking the
game room with the Grille, there are some
obstacles to overcome. For example, food
and drink would have to be kept off the tables.
Ryan has called a number of pool halls in the
area to gather ideas.
Two proposals include building a shelf

according to Ryan.
A more significant barrier is the cost of
cutting through the wall that separates the
two rooms. The wall is solid concrete,
according to Cosgrove, and cutting through
it will require engineers and special equip
ment. There is no estimate yet, but all
factors suggest it will beexpensive, Cosgrove
said.
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continued from page 1
In another related action, the House showed
rare Republican-Democrat unanimity by vot
ing 422 to 0 to ban almost everyone under 18
from owning a handgun. The Senate has
already approved a similar provision, and this
bill iscertain to become law. Theseactions in
Congress reflect a growing concern for crime
and personal safety as a political issue.
Also, the Clinton administration plans to
introduce new gun control measures early
next year. In a Dec. 9 Rolling Stone inter
view, President Clinton said that he one day
wants to propose a total ban on handguns, if
he has enough public support to passit through
Congress.
NRA member and gun enthusiast Miles
Hamburg feels that the Brady Bill is "just
window dressing, because it doesn't do
much." Hamburg commented on how back
ground checks already exist in some states.
For instance, in California there has been a
15- day waiting period on the purchase of any
firearm since 1990. He added that most guns
used in crimes are either stolen or bought in
the blackmarket. Also, Hamburg said that
California and New York have the most leg
islation on gun control since they have the
highest crime rate in the nation, and it's
growing.
Hamburg said that he "prefers criminals
locked away with stringent penalties, not
guns being banned." And he feels that when
issues of banning guns get to a certain point,
constitutional rights of U.S. citizens are vio
lated. Hamburg used the example of banning
assault rifles, which he considers unconstitu
tional and unreasonable since "assault rifles
are only used in one percent of all crimes,
handguns are mostly used."
Overall, Hamburg is not impressed with
the Brady Bill. He commented on President
Clinton's efforts, saying that they, like all his
other proposals, are useless,since he tends to
back down on certain issues when there is a
negative public response.

Despite some success, including a very
successful pool tournament, the game room
has lately experienced a decline in revenue.
"It can only help," Ryan said, referring to
plans to link the two rooms.
Some of the options discussed include
carpeting, new paint from ceiling to floor,
booth seating, using stages to create different
levels and decorating the room with trophies
and other memorabilia that represent tradi
tion at USD.
The Grille menu will remain unchanged,
although a salad bar or other healthy food
items will be added.
Greasy burgers and pizza seem to attract
more males than females to theGrille, Ludwig
said. "It's not a very attractive place for
females," Cosgrove said.
Designs are currently being drawn by USD
art professor Therese Whitcom. The plans
will constitute a "very extensive renovation,"
according to Ludwig.
These changes represent the negative reac
tion of many students to the Grille's atmo
sphere. "It's supposed to be a place to hang
out," Cosgrove said. "If studentsdon't like to
be there, it isn't working."
All involved with the project were quick to
point out that they are in the planning stages
and nothing certain has been determined.
Designs and estimates will be drawn up for
the work and a committee of students and
administrators Will review the plans.
Originally, the Grille was to be renovated
by spring, but because of the extent of the
proposed changes opening will be delayed
until next fall.

continued from page 1

GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCE
WHILE EARNING CREDIT
THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR SPRING 1994:
- BUSINESS MANAGER
- ADVERTISING MANAGER
- ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

T H E VISTA IS ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS FOR ALL
EDITOR POSITIONS.
NEWS - OPINION - SOCIAL ISSUES - COLLEGE LIFI
- SPORTS - OUTLOOK - SPORTS - SIDETRACK
Pick up an application in the VISTA office (UC 114).

the Japanese must now adapt in order to stay
competitive.
According to Armacost, Japan's excessive
trade surplus has alienated its allies in Europe
and North America. "We must continue to
press Japan on the inequities of trade. They are
no longer sustainable," Armacost said. The
effort must be reciprocal, and "the United
States mustshowa willingness tochange itself,
especially in the areas of deficit reduction."
Japan is going through profound political
changes. For the first time since 1947 the
Liberal Democrats of Japan no longer have a
monopoly on political power. Competitive
politics has emerged. "As a result, issues are
debated up front instead of being decided in the
back room," Armacost said.
"The U.S.-Japan alliance is the most impor
tant bilateral relationship in the world," he said.
Thefuturecallsforamultilateralchange. Com
munication between the business community
is essential. A solid U.S.-Japan relationship
would also enhance security in the future of
Asia, especially in China and Korea.
After spending 25 years developing U.S.
policy in Asia, Armacost will now conduct his
own research at the Asia/Pacific Research
Center, a branch of the Stanford Institute for
International Studies. Armacost entertained
the corporate associates with his insight into
the future of Japan in the global economy.
The next Corporate Associates event will
take place on March 2, 1994. The keynote
speaker will be Vladimir Pozner, a Soviet
journalist and commentator.
Annual contributions of the Corporate Asso
ciates total about $100,000. "The money is
used where the need is greatest, unless the
corporation specifies where they would like it
to go," said Esther LaPorta, director of Corpo
rate Relations. Much of the mon*.y is allocated
to financial aid.
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Be thankful during the holidays
Imagine a home where a child is
notloved. Each year rolls by only to
see the hopes of this child diminish.
The holidays hold no happiness for
the child. It is not a time for this
child to be thankful, rather he cries
knowing nobody at the Thanksgiv
ing table loves him. Christmas is
more painful to this child. A few, if
any, presents greet this child on
Christmas morning. The thought
that Santa Claus doesn't even care

Chris Marino
Opinion Editor
about him orforgets him completely
is enough to bring weeks of tears to
this child's face. The childs birth
day is forgotten by the household
and after a while, the child himself:
Never were the flamesof any birth
day cake blown out by the child;
Never did a birthday cake appear on
thatbirthday. "Whatisabirthday?"
The child will ask one day. Why
doesn't the tooth fairy come and
visit me overnight when I leave a
tooth underneath the pillow? Will
the Easter BunnybelikeSantaClaus
and forget me this year? Does any
one love meat all? Can such a story
exist? Can such a child exist? The
answers to these questions are"yes."
I was that child.
For nearly a decade, I lived in a
state-sponsored foster home. My
mother, who had no husband and no

income, (and no desire for either)
decided that she could no longer
care for myself, my little brother
and newborn sister. This decision
she made and the circumstances
leading up to it, was something I
can never forget. Not only did this
move separate us as a family, but it
surrendered me to one of the hard
est and most painful periods of my
life.
I am forced to tell my story for a
number of reasons. The primary
one being the holidays. The sec
ondary one being that it is important
for everyone at USD to fully under
stand the plight that some children
will face these holidays. It can be
easy for us to overlook everything
that we have: Some have parents
whom they have known and loved
all of their life. A Thanksgiving
dinner with the family is the norm
as is a Christmas at home beside a
present-laden tree.
Not everyone is this fortunate.
Often times, from our sanctuary on
the hill, we fail to see how other
people spend their holidays. But
above that, it is easy for some people
to take the principle, concept and
word "family" for granted.
It was the experience like my
own that has made me determined
to have a family that knows nothing
but happiness and love. My experi
ence (although I would never go
through with it again) has taught me
how to provide for myself, how to
pay my way through USD, how to

put food into my mouth everynight,
how to keep a roof over my head.
But most importantly, my experi
ence has taught me how to be grate
ful for the smallest of things.
I have often heard people here at
USD tell me about the fights, argu
ments and disagreements that they
have with their parents. Oftentimes
these people are those whose par
ents are paying for their entire edu-

It isn't an easy thing
to admit to people
that you have no fam
ily. In fact it is much
easier to lie and give
them the expected
response, "I'm going
home as well for the
holidays..."
cation at USD, have bought them a
car in which to get around, have
paid for a meal plan and have pro
vided a checking account for any
additional expenses that may arise.
I usually don't understand these
people, for, I don't even have par
ents to pay for my education let
alone have a disagreement with.
For my first couple of years at
USD, I hated holidays. Now 1 am
used to them and am stronger be
cause of them. Around Thanksgiv

ing and Christmas, people would
tell me about their plans to go home
totheirfamiliesforChristmas. This
was soon followed by the question
as to what I was going to be doing
for the holidays. It isn't an easy
thing to admit to people that I have
no family to go home to. In fact, it
is much easier to lie and give them
the expected response, "I'm going
home for the holiday's..."
Instead I would volunteer at
homeless shelters downtown or at
Balboa Park, where meals would be
served to those who didn't have
families. It was on such occasions
that I was thankful for having a little
more than some of these people. I
would serve these people and then
sit down with them and hear stories
from them that made my story seem
tiny in comparison. It was at times
like those when I would thank my
self for looking out for meand thank
ing myself for what little I have
provided. I have made it this far in
life thanks to nobody but myself
and expect to make it a whole lot
farther for the same reasons.
In retrospect, I wish that I cold
have had the situation that my little
sister had. Shortly after Amanda
Michelle Marino was bom, she,
along with my little brother and I,
were surrendered to the state of
California. Amanda and Ricky were
more desirable for adoption because
of their young ages. At the time, I
was seven years old and not as
"wantable" as a younger child.

Amanda was put into a good home
under the care of a nice married
couple. Thecouple were both work
ing professionals who were able to
provide a home full of love and care
for my sister. I have not seen my
sister in 15 years, however, I was
recently able to come into contact
with her adoptive parents who have
informed me that Amanda is a
bright, intelligent 15 year-old with
a lot going for her. They followed
this by telling me to stay out of her
life. "When she is 18,she can make
the decision whether or not she
wishes tocontact you." As you read
this story in the VISTA, my deepest
wish is that some family like my
sisters would have taken me in and
cared for me like she was taken care
of.
Go home this holiday and tell
your parents that you love them.
Tell them exactly how thankful you
are for having them. When you eat
the meals and un-wrap the presents
they provide, know that not every
one is this fortunate. There are
children in this world who will never
have it as good as some of you have.
These are the reasons that everyone
should be truly thankful for during
these holiday's. It is possible that
there are people at USD who have
had it as bad as I have had and
maybe worse. To these people and
all others at USD, I wish you happy
holiday's and in doing so ask that
you be thankful for everything and
anything.

Taking school for granted, not for education
Students lose more than money when they skip class
Though a college
student's attentiveness in
class may be in flux, stu
dents seeking a truly full
college education should al
ways, at the very least, be in
attendance.
Each time a student
misses a one-hour class, he
or she is forfeiting nearly
$35 to USD's cashier ac
cording to the price-per-unit.
That would work out to
around 60 cents a minute.
This is a heavy price to pay,
and when compounded, it
can add up to hundreds of
dollars gone to waste. If a
student is consistently ab
sent and late to class, the

VISTA Editorial
number of dollars lost could
reach the four-digit range.
Along with being late to
a class comes the unwelcome
gift of interruption of instruc
tion. This not only frustrates
the professor for the late
student's tardiness, but also
robs other students of at least
the price of a Coke. Included in
this sum of frustration is the
fact that the late student also
loses the advantage of being on
the professor's good side when
grades roll around.
Evergreen State Univer

sity in Olympia, Wash, at
tempts to give an alternative
form of education by issuing
lengthy evaluations instead of
a letter grade. One policy Ev
ergreen stands behind is the
requirement to attend all
classes and participate in all
projects. These projects are
often more work than in tradi
tional universities, and students
are more inclined to attend for
fear of a bad evaluation. In
comparison, the two different
educational systems are not
drastically different in academ
ics. The main difference is that
the classes at Evergreen are
rarely missed.
The same attendance

regulations should be re
quired of professors.
Thus, the students cannot
get their money's worth
if the professor does not
show up to teach them.
This is as much of a frus
tration for the unfulfilled
student as the late student
is a burden for the profes
sor and the class.
What USD can
learn from Evergreen is
that participation is not
an option, it is a neces
sity. If students are not
willing to attend classes,
then they probably need
to re-evaluate their rea
sons for being in college.
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Women: The beauty myth revisited
Many women feel as though they
are being treated as objects by men,
or as pieces of meat from a meat
market. How could this be? Why
would the world overlook our inner
beauty? A short answer: because
we do. If we don't see our inner

Margie Gomez
Special to the VISTA
beauty, how can anyone else?
Would you be surprised to know
that $10 billion a year is spent on
cosmetics? It just may be that
today's woman is meat; we dress
her up and show her off. We try to
make her into a 90-pound creature
of magazines and runaways, and
we lose sight of what's inside her
malnourished body — a malnour
ished soul.
Unfortunately, we cannot claim
that beauty is an undesirable en
emy, but perhaps we can re define
it. Let's face it, if we each put in as
much time improving our innerself as we do improving our looks,
how much more would our lives be
at peace and full of joy? A whole
lot.

What I am saying sounds like it
could blend in with the ocean of
self-help available today, but this is
different This is before the storms
hit. This is before we lose our iden
tities. This isn't a quickie solution
to get anything. Let's discover this
now, while weare still in college, at
the horizon of life, and not when we
are 40,50,60 and 70, full of regrets
and, finally, wisdom. This is a chal
lenge for a life time journey to
wards true, radiant, magical beauty.
We've all met people who glow,
people who, with looks alone,
couldn't be friends with Oscar the
Grouch. But still, people are drawn
to them like flies on you-knowwhat. We say this person has cha
risma. I say this person has found
the secret of beauty, and it glows.
We want to be near them so we can
find some of that in ourselves. We
can become the women we want to
be if we just take the time to peel
away the layers of clothes, acces
sories and makeup.
Marianne Williamson, author of,
"A Woman's Worth," puts it well.
She says that we have been lied to,
and we believed it. You see, we
have been told by the industries,
the men in our lives, our friends

and ourselves that we are what we don't we nurture those thoughts,
see. What you see is what you get. and cultivate the land they grow
And we believed them. We all on?
struggle to get the right costume at
We are each awesome creatures,
Charlotte Russe or Saks Fifth Av created by God and put here on
enue so that they will see someone some kind of mission. The begin
they want to look at.
ning of every success in our lives is
We are all stuck behind this mas to embrace ourselves. We musteach
querade of labels, but how much of find love in every aspect our lives.
a difference does it make? When it Love of learning, engaging in hob
has all come and gone and we are bies and projects that we love,
only what was said in our eulogies, speaking to and being with people
how much does all the painting and whose nature we love, pursuing a
dressing and saying the"right" thing career we love—whether it be
really help? Instead of focusing on homemaking or business—and
catching someone with the right finding someone to love are all pos
look, why don't we focus on dis sibilities. But all these things are
covering someone and on having superfluous to the main point. Your
him discover us?
insides are the star of the show—
The women's movement has your heart, your dreams, your
dropped us at the doorstep of lost thoughts. All else is dressing on
identities. Time has brought us to the salad. We must see this in our
the ripe moment and age to seek selves and in others.
ourselves, and we must ask some
By what standards do we see
vital questions. What do we offer ourselves? Most likely by the stan
the world spiritually ? What do we dards of this crazy society in which
offer ourselves spiritually? It we live, where women weigh 90
sounds corny, doesn't it? But as pounds, wear size D-cup bras, have
Mark Twain said, "Life is not so all the hip clothes and walk the
much made of events and happen right walk. Do we really want to be
ings, but of the storm of thoughts this way. Wouldn't we all just be
that are forever blowing in one's come clones? And once we did
mind." It is true isn't it? Then why emulate the ideal beauties, wouldn't

some other look become the cov
eted trend? Leo Buscalgia, author
of, "Love Offers a Great Analogy,"
writes, "If you are a plum and try to
be a banana, you will always be a
second-rate banana, but you can
always be a first-rate plum."
We must seek to close our eyes
and see the world with our hearts
and our minds, to look at ourselves
not with our eyes, but with our
hearts and minds. Then maybe men
would have a chance at seeing our
beauty, and after encountering one
or two of us, they'd all get the
picture. And why are we trying so
hard for them after all? Maybe if
we spent less time trying to create
ourselves, we could be our true
selves.
Granted, not all men look at us as
meat. Many women look at men as
meat. And not all women and men
look at the wrapping paper; some
do look at the present inside. But
which will it be? And how will you
know what to do?
Williamson hits it right on the
nose again, "We don't have to do
anything to be glorious, to be so is
our nature." When we stop doing
things to become beautiful, we fi
nally can be.

AI Capone, Elliot Ness, where have you gone?
There was a time in in this country
when organized crime knew how to
handle its affiars without interfering in
the lives of the unaffiliated. Gang war
fare wascarried out over infringements
on one another's turf, but unless you

Jonah B. Weinberg
Staff Writer
were in one of the gangs, it didn't in
volve you. Unfortunately, it seems like
that is no longer the case; hardly a day
goes by when I don't hear about some
gang-relateddrive-byshooting, in which
some innocent bystander was injured,
paralized or even killed. It has become
so commonplace that it doesn't even
really phase me anymore when I hear
aboulitinthenews—stock prices, sports
scores, new legislation and gang vio-

lenee—it's just part of the same old,
same old.
I don't know if you recall that midSeptember was supposedly the nation
wide initiation week for the Bloods
(maybe it was the Crips, but it doesn't
really matter). According to police
sources, pan of th einitiation was forthe
gangbanger wannabees to drive along
the freeways at night with their head
lights off. If a good Samaritan on the
highwaygave thegangmembersacourtesy Wink of their headlights to alert
them tothe fact that theirlights wereoff,
they wouldshoot the person that flashed
them. Whatever happened to the good
olddays,when AlCapone would march
intoabuildingwithatommygun, kill all
the members of the offending gang
inside, but leave any unconnected indi
viduals completely unharmed? Shaken
probably, but unharmed.
Well, fear not, for the era of respect
for theunaffiliated appears to be making

c

A man who strangled his
wife's boyfriend to death has
been given custody of his 13year-old daughter and 4year-old
son.
Judge
Raymond Kern acquitted
Harry Roach of Bedford, Ind.
by reason of insanity. The
judge then said Roach was
more fit to take care of the
children than their "promis
cuous" mother. "The fact that
he killed someone by itself
doesn' t mean he doesn' t love
those kids and won't do his
best to take care of them,"
said Kern in defense of his
decision. Well, obviously. I
mean, as long as his boycrazy daughter and bed-wet
ting son don't drive him a
little crazy, they should be

V

a comeback. Apparently tiredof the bad
reputation which gangs are receivingas
aresultof theirtotaldisregardforhuman
life, the Hispanic gang leadership, with
a rare show of civic responsibility, has
taken upon itself to distance itself from
the other gangs. Last month, La M., the
Hispanic mafia, issued a proclamation
which stated that any Hispanic gang
member who shoots or otherwise kills
an innocent bystander, essentiallysigns
his own death warrant, because La M.
will undertake to eliminate that person.
Already, police in LA have reported a
decrease in gang related violence com
mitted againstprivate citizens, since the
La M.'s edict was issued in August.
Bully, I say! Praise and accolades
should be showered upon La M. for this
course of action! It is one thingfor rival
gangs togun-down each other, but they
have no right to inflict their vengeance
upon those uninvolved in their under
world. Am I sympathetictogangs or the

mafia? No. I nonetheless support this
plan which will help prevent the sense
less loss of innocent life.
I have heard others say that to be
supportive of La M. is to be supportive
of gang violence, but come on, we're
not talking about a group of boy scouts
here—these are honest-to-goodness
benefit uzi-toting gangs. The death of a
few gangbangers at the hands of La M.
is hardly something to cry over. These
people knew what they were getting
into when they joined up and dying is
one of those risks. And what abou the
gangs which requireaprospectivemember to kill someone as part of the initia
tion process? I might even be sympa
thetic to them if theyhad any redeeming
qualities, but they don't. Their only
purpose in life is destruction, either
through drug sales or violence or both,
and if that destruction engulfs them as
well so be iL I call it the assumption of
the risk.

Spotlight On Society
by James Finete
fine.
A 3-year-old toddler is in
trouble with the law — again.
Little Mikey Sproul, who was
living with his parents in their
Land O'Lakes, Fla. home, has
no home now — not after he
set his bedroom curtains ablaze
with a cigarette lighter a la
Beavis and Butthead. With the
house reduced to ashes, Mikey
had only this to say: "Now I
have no more house." Mikey,
you may remember, made

headlines in September when
he took his parent's car for a
midnight joyriae on a freeway.
After hitting three parked cars,
Mikey told a Florida Highway
Patrol officer, "I go zoom."
For the few of you who
havn't heard enough about
Lorena and John Bobbit — the
severed penis guy — the San
Francisco Chronicle reports
that one of the detectives who
searched for the missing organ
is named Dick Tracy. Do you

think they would make some
thing like that up? Nah, of
course not.
In another case of police us
ing excessive force, an Irvine
police officer shot a cow 43
times. The cow happened to
walk onto a highway and the
police officers tried various
means to get the cow off the
highway. When the cow began
to run at the officers, they
started shooting. Twenty min
utes later, the cow was filled

The likelihood that the police can find
the culprits responsible for a drive-by
shooting is not all that great. They sim
ply do not have the means to penetrate
the barrio or the gang network, leaving
these heinous crimes unpunished. La
M.'s edict will atleast serve asaformof
renegade justice, which will avenge the
deaths of theinnocent and perhaps teach
those that remain that they have to be
more careful about whom they point
their weapons at—if they want to stay
alive, thatis.Thelessonhastobe learned:
Innocent bystanders areofflimits, and if
you forget, you won't live to regret it.
If we are not capable of elimi
nating criminals from our streets,
and at this point we're not, it's
good to know that there are still
some honorable criminals out there
who know what the limits of their
trade are. I only wish more gang
organizations
would take their
cues from La M.

with 43 bullets. Police justi
fied their actions by calling
the cow a deadly vehicle that
was traveling at 20 mph.
In Russia's attempt to
move towards a more capi
talistic
society,
some
entrepeneurs are exploring
the market for stolen organs.
A British-Canadian film en
titled, "The Body Parts Busi
ness," documents thiefs steal
ing organs from Moscow
morgues. The film reports
that one Russian company has
sold 700 kidneys, hearts and
lungs; 2,000 eyes; 1,400 liv
ers; and 3,000 pairs of (you
guessed it) testicles. Appar
ently, the testicles are used
for skin creams.
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Letters
point is that I should avoid discrimi
nation by lying and denying my own
The USD VISTA welcomes all nature. My point is that no human
types of letters for print. Please being should need to hide his or her
keep letters less than one page own nature to survive in our society.
You may wonder why, then, I am
long. AU letters must be signed
and must include a phone num still in the closet. It is simple to
ber for verification purposesbut understand: A friend of mine lost his
names can be withheld upon job in Boston when he came out of
the closet An acquaintance of his
request.
Bring your letter to the VISTA was bashed and stabbed to death for
office (downstairs in the UC) by the same reason. Mr. Marino: In
Saturday at noon,typed on 8112 your article you acknowledge the fact
X 11 paper or mail it to: USD that homophobia is running rampant
VISTA; do Letter to the Editor; You are passively witnessing around
5998 Alcala Park; San Diego, you hundreds of crimes committed
against innocent people and all you
CA 92110-2492.
The USD VISTA reserves the have to say is: "Don't give homo
right to select and edit letters to sexuals a reason to ask for civil
rights." Just so that you know, some
be published.
day homosexuals will be granted
civil rights and you will see us
Gay Classifications
coming out of the closet all around
you. That day, Mr. Marino, you'll be
I am a heterosexual woman
considered
responsible for the
who was outraged by Chris
suffering
of
millions of your fellow
Marino's "Just leave homosexuals
citizens,
including
friends and
alone" (Opinion, Nov. 11). Yes, I
relatives of yours, for you witnessed
know that it was just his opinion,
but there is a significant difference injustice and did not act according to
the most basic sense of ethics and
between a well-thought-out
human compassion.
rational opinion and a demeaning
I'm ready to disclose my identity to
one.
you
now,being that eachof these
In my opinion, Mr. Marino put
homosexuals in the same category examples of people1 am about to
give, may indeed,be homosexual
as our society's rapists, murderers
without your knowledge. You know
and child molesters by saying
me well, for we both attend class and
homosexuality is "ethically,
wok in the same office. You and I
morally and socially wrong."
How can the love, companionship have lunch at the same table every
day, go out to die same clubs at night,
and happiness of two people be
and, yes, maybe even dated the same
anything more than a benefit to
girls once in a while. Iplayinyour
this world which has too much
favorite baseball team. I founded
hate in it already?
I am sorry Mr. Marino, but your your fraternity and I taught you how
to surf. I fought and died for our
theory that homosexuals won't
country and I preserved your life by
continue to be a "problem" if the
taking care of you when you in the
heterosexual population will just
emergency room. And I did all of
ignore them issimply a dream.
this from inside a closet You hold
As long as homosexuals are
the key to unlock it, please let me out
repressed and do not have equal
rights, they will continue to fight
and gain the sympathy and
John Closeted
strength of people who actually
believe God made everyone equal
and all peopleshould be treated as I Was Not Convinced
such.
Jennifer Freitas
I would like to thank you Mr.
Marino for your editorial in the
We Are Everywhere
Nov, 11 issue of the VISTA.
Few people in this age of PC
speak will admit to homophobia,
On Nov, 11, you tried to
but in my opinion, your opinion
persuade the USD community
is written evidence of the
that I should live the rest of my
acceptability of society's
life in a closet. You said that I,
"passive" homophobia.
along with millions of homosexu
Your attempt to deter wouldals must give up the most basic
human rights of honesty, integrity, be gay bashers is noble, but
rather unconvincing. The only
societal approval, self-respect and
given reason to "leave them
happiness. The only reason that
you mentioned to support that any alone" is to prevent procuring
civil rights for the gay commu
educated individual could make
nity. Your article suggests that
such a foolish statement regarding
one can separate internal feelings
human beings that right now are
of disgust and disapproval from
being actively discriminated,
all outward action. However, I
harassed and even murdered
find that to be unconvincing as
everywhere in the USA.
well.
I'll use two analogies to
How many homosexuals are
emphasize the absurdity of your
you friends with? Please
opinion: What would you think
remember this day, if ever a
of someone that, prior to the Civil
sister, brother, friend, cousin,
Rights Revolution, recommends
daughter or son whom you love
black citizens to paint their faces
dearly says the words: "I'm
white so they won't be discrimi
gay." Deal with the hate on that
nated against when applying for a
day or deal with it now; the
job? Should women of the 19th
choice is yours.
century have tried to change their
sexuality or act and dress like men
Annalise Winkle
to achieve the right to vote? Your

Write to us!

because we live in a multi racial and
multi-ethnic society. Their feeling
appears
to state that the Fust
I am beginning to question as to
Amendment,
in its current form,
exactly why I have used my money
should be altered because it has only
on tuition at this institution. Further
served Anglo-Americans and not the
more, I am on the verge of embar
rest of the American population,
rassment when I reveal the identity of
which will make up the majority of
my school to my peers and friends.
America by the year 2056. Therefore
How is it possible that one person is
it
is obsolete.
being slandered so much ft* having
In addition, it appears that the
his own opinion?
proponents
of political correctness
I was absolutely dumbfounded
and
multi
culturalism
believe that the
when I came to school on Friday
First
Amendment,
in
its
current form,
only to find copies of Marino's
is
obsolete
on
college
cam
prises. At
article posted all over theentire
USD
now,
as
well
as
at
Stanford
and
campus. For dramatic effect, the
the
University
of
Wisconsin
at
color red was used to display such
Madison, there are speech codes
slogans as hale, ignorance and
prohibiting certain words and phrases
homophobia
from being uttered and written for
Marino is being treated as if he is
fear of being bigoted toward various
on trial. A lynch mob of truly honorgroupis.
Now, what we must realize
less, quasi terrorists have set out to
here
is
that
if the Constitution
have their cause realized while at the
prohibits
the
abridgement of free
same time making sure Marino is
spreech,
then
proponents of prolitical
ridiculed and targeted. And for
correctness and multi culturalism are
what? Just because he is bold
prohibited from curtailing it them
enough to touch a controversial
selves. In fact, at the University of
subject.
Wisconsin
at Madison, the speech
I am homosexual and I saw
codes
were
struck down by the
through the opinion, and what did I
state's
Supreme
Court as being
find? Marino defending homosexu
unconstitutional.
(Lambaugh, 1993)
ality even though he didn't believe in
I
believe
that
no
group, despite
it If this isn't freedom in its most
having the best intentions, has the
spectacular form, I don't know what
Kelvin A. McPhilips
right to curtail freedom of spreech.
is. Iam gay and I was in now way
When one group determines what
offended by Marino's article.
course we should follow at the
It was bound to happen here at
Finete's Rights Taken
exprense of the others, then we are
USD. Somebody in a high profile
moving closer to Stalin's "party
position was bound to suffer the
line," or Orwell's "grouprhink" or
I
have
followed
carefully
the
wrath erf angry homosexuals. And
Ray Bradbury's'Farenheight451,"
controversy
surounding
the
article
unfortunately, Marino was made the
about a society in which books were
written
by
James
Finete
entitled
"The
fall guy when in actuality he was
banned and burned. The reason they
King-Denny
Trials:
A
tail
of
two
defending homosexuality and the
were banned and burned was because
tapes."
(Opinion,
OCL
21)
Critics
of
rights thereof. Although the wording
nobody could write a book or article
the article assailed the writing as
might have been deemed inappropri
that
wasn't found faulty by some
racist and ignorant Other opponents
ate by some, I disagree. He used the
group
or another. Therefore, the
proclaimed that it was unethical of
language necessary to express his
government
took matters into its own
the VISTA to tolerate"this kind of
own opinion which he is entitled to.
hands
and
made
sure no one was
If everyone isso dissatisfied with that free speech."
offended
by
enacting
laws that
I do not dispute the right of anyone
fact alone, then they can fill out
read
and think for
forbade
anyone
to
to disagree with Finete's article. I do
applications for his job and submit
themselves.
This
can
happren
them. On a more realistic scale, these disagree with their attempts to
anywhere in American, even at USD.
suppress freedom of speech. The
people (whose poster hanging stunt
First Amendment clearly states that
has accomplished nothing but bring
"Congress shall make no law
negative publicity to the school) can
David Valentini
inspecting the establishment of
write letters to his column. Although
religion, or free exercise thereof; or
we as homosexuals have a right to be
abridging the freedom of speech, or
angry at the situation we are in, to
Personally Offended
the press; or the right of the people to
take it out on people like Marino is
peaceably assemble, and to petition
definitely the wrong course of action.
There was one part in particular of
I have followed the VISTA for two the government for redress of
Chris
Marino's article (Opinion, Nov.
grievances."
The
First
Amendment
years while I was an undergraduate
11)
that
1 would like to analyze,
was
created
for
many
reasons,
the
and now for the two years that I have
"Our
antagonism
of them gives them
first
one
being
that
free
and
open
been in graduate school. Marino's
the
fuel
which
they
need to drive
dialogue
unimpaired
by
censorship
is
column is the reason I pick up the
their
civil
rights
case.
Just let them
the
best
and
most
effective
way
to
VISTA on Thursday. Up until this
be!"
This
is
wrong
in
two ways.
resolve
problems
among
conflicting
year, the opinion section had been
First
it
suggests
that
all
heterosexuals
groups.
The
second
being
that
it
rather plain, touching on issue that
share
the
same
opinion;
this is simply
prevents
various
groupis
with
hidden
few people could relate to. With
false.
Second,
it
is
suggesting
to
or
open
agendas
from
imposing
their
Marino, I have found that the topics
people
a
way
to
not
allow
homosexu
altitudes
and
beliefs
on
the
rest
of
are relatable, humorous and unique in
als to gain civil rights. It is blatantly
society.
perspective. Unlike some people, I
obvious to me that the writer is using
What
is
completely
frightening
to
would praise the staff of the VISTA
his power to influence his readers on
me
is
that
the
opponents
of
the
Finete
for hiring Marino, for I consider him
the steps of oppressing homosexuals.
article
want
to
violate
and
abridge
the
to be nothing but an asset to the paper
I have always been an advocate of
author's
freedom
of
speech.
In
their
to say nothing of the institution.
the
right to express pur opinions, no
eyes,
Finete
is
irresponsible
and
If I truly believed that Marino's
matter
what they are. Chris Marino
racist;
it
appears
that
these
same
intent was to harm the homosexual
had every right to express his
groups would have felt more
community then I would have taken
opinions about how homosexuals are
comfortable if he had expressed
offense and so would have many of
an "abhorrence." However, Marino
my homosexual friends. Marino sets himself in a manner more acceptable
discriminated against me, a member
to them.
himself up for this kind of slander
This very desire is bringing into the of the homosexual community. I
every week when his name is printed
wonder where our society is going
light the doctrine of political
above his title, yet, he goes on doing
when we allow pxiblic discrimination
correctness and multi culturalism. It
iL Has anyone stopped to consider
appears that the proponents of these
and actually encourage iL
the possibility that maybe Mr.
doctrines are stating that the First
Marino is under constant pressure to
Ted Canterbury
Amendment should be abridged
put his section together each week? I

Marino Endures Storm

am sure that he would say that this is
hard enough without having to sorry
about the possibility of retribution
that his section may have. To anyone
who has taken offense at Marino's
article, I can say only this: Learn
how to read and then you will see his
defense of homosexuality. By
stepping on Mr. Marino's rights to
free speech, we stifle not only
creativity, but render his rights as a
human useless.
I am hesitant to give my younger
sister my blessings as far as her
attending USD next year. My sister
wants to become a journalist and has
exprescd an interest in working for
the VISTA. I don't think that I want
my sister (whose education will
number in the tens of thousands of
dollars) going to a school where its
publications staff are publicly
humiliated for exercising their
freedom of rights.
I must apologize to Mr. Marino for
the treatment he has received. Many
homosexuals would thank Mr.
Marino for sticking his neck out in
defense of them, only to have it cut
off by a truly ignorant bunch of
ungrateful butchers who are looking
for a scapegoat due to their plight
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Education vs. animal rights
use of animals for dissection purposes.
The controversy of animal rights questions whose rights are
In reference to testing cosmetics on animals, tire students said
Staff Writer
basically the same thing, that they were against it. The majority more important, human beings, or animals, and wonders if a
considered the act inhumane, and lacking any relevant use to the compromise can ever be reached.
At USD animals are used in labs across campus, where they
world.
"I don't believe in testing lip gloss on rabbits, as long as we provide hands-onopportunities for learning. According toBobby
Comehl, a biology
are not torturing the animals," said USD junior
major at USD, dis
Biological science and animal rights often meet in conflict. Eric Iannacone As much as I hate to say it, 1
sections are a nor
Questions are invetably raised, at universities such as USD, to believe humans are more important than ani
mal part of theclass,
the morality of using aminals in various forms of experimenta mals, but not much."
citing Bio 21 and
tion for human education. Right or wrong, using animals as
In regard to medical research, one anony
Animal Physiology
"guinea pigs" continues. But as computer technology and animal mous student said that there are "definite ben
as two prime ex
rights awareness increase, the future of animal experimentation efits." Another student commented, "I believe
is uncertain.
amples.
The ani
animals have rights to survival, but on the other
mals
dissected
in
A chirping, healthy baboon is placed in a helmet and brace. hand, if killing an animal helps save human
clude rats, frogs,
A few minutes later, it endures an impact of 100 miles an hour. lives, then it must be done."
crayfish, and star
It is then released from the brace.
"I support this," said Iannacone. "There is a
fish. While dissec
The baboon, once lively, now lies motionless. The attending lot we can learn from animals, and in the proper
scientists quickly move about, assessing the damage inflicted setting, I see no problem with this."
tion is not manda™ tory, Comehl sees
upon the animal. From their research, they can now estimate the
About the usage of animals in laboratories,
damage done to a human being when faced with the same the students felt it was acceptable to certain
I it as highly benefi
situation. They will try to heal the animal, developing innovative degrees. This often depended on how the ani
cial.
medical techniques.
Computer pro
mals died, of natural causes or not. One com
Should rabbits like this one be pets or projects?
In a matter of minutes, a baboon's skull has been purposely mented, "I think that animal experimentation in
grams simulating
destroyed. In a matter of minutes, a life has been destroyed. In a regard to learning is okay, how else are our future doctors and dissection, models, videodiscs, self-study modules, charts and
matter of minutes, the knowledge to save another human being's nurses going to learn?"
manuals are the newest innovations in the evolving education of
life might be gained.
Damian Gonzalez, sophomore, said "If an animal dies of biology. Some foresee such technological innovations as the
Although these action may seem appalling, they might save natural causes, I believe it's okay to dissect to learn. I don't future for many types of animal experimentation. But it is also
a life someday. Someone's brother or sister, friend, parent or believe in raising animals just to kill them for dissection."
argued that simulations cannot replacereal hands-on experience.
child, or lover may one day benefit from this single act.
"(Someone who doesn't participate in the dissection) does
"If the animal is already dead, that is one thing," Ryan Brach
And to speak of the act in singularities is inaccurate. They said. But killing an animal just for students isn't necessary."
not get a feel for the animal," said Comehl. The sophomore says
happen every day.
According to another student, "The rights of the animal must that books or computers don't compare to the actual experience.
It's a risk. But is it a risk worth taking? Did that innocent
be protected and certain limits must be set. Without limits, He points out that anatomy isn't that perfect. "Suppose the
animal have a right to life?
experimentation may become abusive, and unnecessary. As person is pre-med. He or she needs to learn that things are not
Can probable benefit be compared to animal suffering? Can long as these limits are regarded and there are definite and always where they need to be (in the human body). The person
the law be followed so that theseexperiments can take place only necessary benefits, it is acceptable."
needs to learn how to look (for organs) carefully, not rip them
when deemed necessary?
"Animals should be respected and loved. They have the apart," and that takes practice.
The topic of animal experimentation is certainly controver capacity to feel, so they should not be abused," said Joe Temple,
A letter from the Humane Society of the United States,
sial, and envokes a number of reactions. Generally speaking, senior.
illustrates another perspective on the use of animals for educa
animal rights refers to the situations in which the creatures are
New Scientist, which produced an eight-week series on tional purposes: "Does my education justify the gassing of a
used for human purposes. These purposes include uses in labs, animal experimentation, stated, "Scientists and civil servants stray or abandoned cat, the "harvesting" of wild frogs, to the
cosmetics testing and medicine.
will have to face up to the fact that they can no longer be the sole exsanguination (bleeding out) of a pregnant mother pig? Will
When USD students were informally polled about animal arbiters of what is good and true, just and right. The public wants this exercise foster respect for the environment in my generation
rights, the reactions were as varied as the students themselves, a say too."
of policy-makers? Is it possible to affirm life while extinguish
and they tended to explore every aspect of the issue. While the
Chinchillas and frogs. What do they have in common? Both
ing it? I eventually answered'no.'"
reaction to the idea of testing products on the animals was animals are bred to be killed. Chinchillas become jackets for rich
How will biology majors at USD answer this question? It
similar, students were torn on the topics of medical research and women, and frogs are lessons in anatomy for biology students. remains to be seen.

Tanya Rodrigues

Child abuse testimony questioned: Is it justice?
Amy De Winter
Staff Writer

Charges of alleged child molestation, such
as the one of Dale Akiki, recently have re
ceived quite a bit of attention. New cases
seem to be springing up all of the time,
possibly alluding to a major problem within
our society.
Much of the debate, however has not only
brought into question the moral issue of child
sexual abuse, but also raises questions about
the area of justice. The question is not neces
sarily how justice should be served, but rather,
where, as many cases begin to uncover the
possible manipulation of children toward
making false insinuations and accusations.
The most famous molestation case in which
child manipulation became an issue was the
McMartin preschool case. In this trial, Ray
Buckey and his mother Peggy Buckey were
accused of 64 counts of child molestation.

What makes this case so amazing, or perhaps,
frightening is that after more than two years
of testimony — the longest trial period in
American criminal law history — and more
than 100 witnesses and $16 million dollars of
taxpayers' money, the Buckeys were exoner
ated of the charges due to what jurors consid
ered a lack of sufficient evidence for convic
tion.
The Buckeys aquittal sparked a new ques
tion in this controversy: Can the children of
these molestation cases always be believed?
Or perhaps the problem lies not with the facts,
but with their exposition. Many of the ex
perts in the McMartin trial believed that the
children were persuaded to disuss their mo
lestation experiences rather than voluntarily
describe the occurrences. Some of the jurors
even disclosed after the verdict that they
believed that some form of abuse did occur,
but because of the nature of the evidence they
could not be sure exactly what happened.
According to a recent Union-Tribune ar
ticle, the McMartin allegations began with
accusations stemming fromone child's story.
As word spread about the allegations many

other children came forward to accuse the
Buckeys and preliminary interviews with the
children were held.
Psychologist Michael Maloney explained
why the interviews were coercive. "Typi
cally, a child was told that the microphone
they were speaking into was magical and that
the words disappeared into a box, Maloney
told the Union-Tribune. "They were also
encouraged tochoose apuppet through which
to speak."
The McMartin case and others like it have
created an element of doubt for experts deal
ing with child sexual abuse cases. In a recent
San Diego meeting addressing this issue, six
panel experts, including a deputy district at
torney, discussed the possiblity of young
children lying about molestation occurences.
Only one member of the panel, the district
attorney who prosecutes these cases felt that
children rarely lieabout sexual abuse, whereas
the others did find a significant doubt.
The Chief psychologist at Children's Hos
pital and Health Center says that young chil
dren may have difficulty separating fact from
fiction. 'The nature of thedesign (of memory)

creates vulnerability, and often a memory is
retrieved that is' tangled' with other thoughts."
He also explained that as children mature
their abilty to deal with reality as opposed to
fantasy improves. Another psychologist at
the meeting, Dr. Alison Clarke-Stewart of
UC Irvine, said her research shows that all
children "are susceptible to suggestion, espe
cially if they are compliant."
These new doubts are affecting how child
molestation cases should be dealt with. Most
experts have all agreed that the protection of
the children is the number one priority, yet,
at the same time, the truth must have its own
protection. In most cases that have reached
acquittal because of a lack of sufficient evi
dence, the problem has been with the pre
liminary interviews of the children, in which
many psychologists have agreed the most
truthful information can be attained without
any sort of coersion.
The investigation into any child sexual
abuse case must be handled delicately from
the very beginning, or the prosecution risks
wasting trial time and money at the expense
of everyone involved.
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Band-AIDS for USD

• Band-AIDS program brings USD students closer to the
reality of AIDS and its victims
Kristin Wojtkowski
Special to the VISTA
AIDS is a disease that came about quickly
and strongly, much like USD's Band-AIDS
program, a community service project which
brings USD students face to face with the
reality of AIDS.
Current Community Service co-coordina
tors Kristin Suave and Katie Artz started
Band-AIDS Spring semester. Both pre-med
majors felt a strong need to bring the USD
community a little closer to the world of
AIDS.
"People think that we're isolated here, but
we're not," Suave said. " We wanted stu
dents to reach out and understand AIDS pa
tients." Suave also said that the project gives
AIDS patients an opportunity to see new
faces other than their doctors and nurses.
The project made a trip last semester to
Aerial and Joshua House, residential shelters
for AIDS patients.
On Thursday, October 28, Suzanne Harker,
this year's Band-AIDS coordinator, took eight
USD students to Joshua House in La Mesa.
Before leaving, the group talked about their
expectations. Once they reached the resi
dents, they matched up with AIDS patients
and did ice-breaker exercises.
• Later, they all met in a large group and
talked for hours. Students were able to ask
the patients any questions they wanted. At
the end of the evening the group returned to
campus and reflected on their day.
All in all the day was a success and Harker
said that she felt everybody benefited from
the experience, and she hopes to do many
more projects with the local shelters.
In February of 1988, Joshua House was
opened for ambulatory residents, those not
ready for a 24-hour nursing homes. Joshua
House prepares to assess the residents to the
IHHS system, a program which allows an
AIDS patients to be taken care of by an
assistant in their homes.
Joshua House accommodates 15 residents
and collects 60 percent of their earnings to
help support the program. Some residents

have jobs, but most are medically retired and
are given monthly checks by a social system.
Joshua House is more than just a residents
home. The residents often go to movies,
plays, sports events and sometimes Sea
World, which is made possible by support
from outsidesources in thecommunity which
"paper" the tickets and give them to people
with disabilities.
"We treat our program as if it is their own
private residence, " said Steve Thomas, the
residential program specialist for Joshua
House. Thomas is HIV-positive himself,and
has been working at Joshua House for 16
months.
Thomas said that some residents don't feel
at ease and excuse themselves from the ac
tivities, but they are more than willing to talk
to visiting groups such as Band-AIDS.
The need for students to learn more about
AIDS was just one of Harker's goals for the
Band-AIDS program. Currently in the U.S.,
college-aged adults (20-24 years old) ac
count for nearly 8,500 AIDS cases.
Experts say that one of the reasons for this
high number is that many young adults don't
use condoms. According to a survey in Facts
on File, only 45 percent of students report
using condoms.
Harker believes one way to combat this
disease is through education. She also wanted
to give students who have never talked to
someone with AIDS an opportunity to do so.
"I want students to realize that AIDS pa
tients are real people, and that they could gel
the disease themselves," Harker said. "I
want the students to understand a little more
about AIDS and that understanding back to
their friends."
Suave said the students always develop a
strong respect for the AIDS victims after
attending Band-AIDS. "They say, 'Now I
can look at life differently and truly know
what life is about,' " said Suave.
Although there will be no more outings
this semester, there will be many opportuni
ties for in the Spring. All interested students
are encouraged to contact Suave in the Com
munity Service office.

USD STUDENT TRAVEL LOG
The USD Student Travel
Log is a new addition to
the College Life section of
the VISTA. This article is
just one of the many that
will give students an op
portunity to share their
travel experience with the
USD community. Any and all stu
dents are encouraged to submit es
says and pictures about their travels
to the College Life editor in the VISTA
office located in UC I44B.

Octoberfest and a
Discourse On Human
Nature
Tom Demko
News Co-Editor
I was there to learn another language,
to understand the true meaning of educa
tion, to see the
beauty that to that
point had only been
a commentary fil
tered through some
one else's vision. I
was there to face
myself, to establish
in myself a sound
world view.
All these reasons
flashed through my
head throughout my
six months in Eu
rope. Specifically
on the day I found
myself
leaving
Octoberfest
in
Munich, Germany, back home in Flo
rence, Italy. What possible profound
thoughts could Octoberfest foster?

Frankly, Millions. While on
the surface you get to drink
authentic German beer. Yet,
when further pondered one
sees a hundred thousand
people, all with a different
face, language and culture.
These faces all invade theninc
circus tents of Octoberfest to
engage in drink, and much much more.
1 spent most of my time in the
Hofbrauhous tent where I found groups
of Germans singing their national an
them and Italians singing "Ole'." Vari
ous other songs can be constantly heard,
if anyone knew the words they joined in.
There were men of unknown ethnic ori
gin standing on the tables to display to
thousands the gut they have fed over the
years, veteransof pastOctoberfests, wor
thy of respect. Their guts were met with
ample applause. Several times each
evening the entire tent would erupt in
unison to the chorus of John Denver's
"West Virginia."
The waitresses, with the aide of bowler
like wrist-braces, carried ten liter sized
beers to their wait
ing congregation. I
saw one of these
waitresses serve
beers to some
Frenchmen who
seemed tocontrive a
language barrier
over the price, she
promptly told them
the price in French.
5 Immediately she
|turned
around
|
scolded an Italian, in
|
Italian, who had apparentlyjust pinched
her butt, then an
swered the question
of a German passerby as she collected the

see PROST on page 11

Students struggle to keep Graduatz in the Hood
• Overwhelming number of students oppose eliminating hoods from graduate ceremonies
This article will take the place
of the AS Gripe Box for this
week. After recieving a number
of grips concerning the issues of
eliminating the graduation
hoods, AS felt it necessary to
give it ext i attention.
TreverAcers
Special to the VISTA
• .-.if :>dj fcraigt;
The commencenient committee
has proposed putting an end to
graduating seniors wearing the
bachelor hood during commence
ment ceremonies.
Because the wearine of the eradu-

A second reason they want to
USD since the school was
do away with the hoods is that
formed, we at A.S. Student Is
almost all schools use the hoods
sues Board have voiced a con
for students receiving their mas
cern about this change and are
ters or doctoral degrees and we
now in theprocess of finding out
go against the norm by giving
how thestudent body feels about
the privilege of wearing the hood
this issue.
to Undergraduates.
Nick Deturi at the Registrar's
The argument for keeping the
office and he graciously ex
hoods is equally valid and must
plained the committee's reasoning behind their proposal. There
Johnston,JUSMC be weighed accordingly. The
Pres. Hughes places hood on Lt first reason to keep the hood in
are valid arguments to be made
According to Mr. Deturi all the the ceremony is that the hoods rep
for both doing away with and keep
ing the hoods as part of the com fat has been trimmed from the com resent h igher education and enriches
mencement budget this year, which the whole experience of graduat
mencement ceremonies.
The committee feels that they normally despite the expense of the ing.
The second, and some feel most
can save the school between $6,000 hoods ends up in a deficit, and the
and $7,000 dollars by eliminating money for the hoods is just not important reason to keep the hood

is to keep the tradition going.
Graduating seniors have been
wearing hoods in the commence
ment ceremony ever since this Uni
versity was founded. We are only
one of two colleges in the United
States, the other is Rutgers Univer
nd
sity, to use these hoods in the com
mencement of our undergraduates. *32
sdJ
In A.S., and throughout the ad
ministration, there has been a big,'ns?.
push in the direction of start
ing, recognizing and preserv
ing tradition.
USD's A.S. President, Tom
Vertetis, is the head of a action
committee entitled the "Pride

see HOODS on page 11
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classes have proved to be the
most helpful for what he is
doing now.The most pertinent
classes he took at USD were
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other addition to the Col to promote the mall. His job is to and Services Marketing.
Originally from Phoenix,
lege Life section of the contact television, radio, and all
forms of print advertising. The holi Domini was able to land the
VISTA. This column will day season has proved to be the job through the advice of a
give current USD students most challenging for Domini thus former employer who knew
an opportunity to see how far. Paradise Valley Mall is 1.3 mil that the position was opening
USD Alumni are doing, lion square feet, with over 140 spe up after his graduation. Mr.
what university activities cialty stores, and 5 department Domini is planning on staying
stores.
with the job because of the
the Alumni are currently
Mr. Domini majored in business opportunities of advancement
involved in, and hopefully administration, with an emphasis in among all of Westcor's differ
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keep in touch withfriends from
Craig Domini feels that the mar USD.
Christine E. Naugle
In retrospect, Mr. Domini
keting department at USD helped
Asst. College Life Editor
him to realize what he wanted to do would have liked to have had
an internship during his col
as far as a career.
Domini said that Marketing lege career. Although he does
not think it hurl
Craig Domini, a
him as far as find
1993 USD graduate,
ing a job, an in
has joined the work
ternship would
force as an Assis
have provided an
tant Marketing Di
easier transition
rector for Paradise
from college to
Valley Mall in
nine tofive work.
Phoenix, Arizona.
"It was such a
The mall is a prop
shock starting a
erty of Westcor De
job right out of
velopment, one of
school," Domini
the largest land de
said. Aftergradu
velopers in Arizona.
ation in May,
Westcor owns the
Domini started
majority of shop
his job in the be
ping centers in Ari
ginning of July.
zona.
He has been with
Mr. Domini's de
this company
partment goals are Craig Domini,'93 grad., Assist. Marketing
through
five
to increase sales for Director for Paradise Valley Mall in Phoenix months of contin
the entire mall. He
ued success.

Aries (3/21-4/20) The Sun
in Sagittarius brings a more
philosophical outlook to
you and you enjoy discuss
ing the rules of the universe.
New people, possibly from
a foreign country, come into
your life.
Taurus (4/21-5/20) Finan
cial issues are important,
especially regarding joint
resources with a close
friend or lover. Your intui
tive ability is strong, allow
ing you to make wise
choices.
Gemini (5/21-6/20) Com
promise is easier in your
social interactions. People
reach out to you and you
start to feel part of some
thing larger than yourself.
It might be a good time to
consult a doctor or thera
pist.
Cancer (6/21-7/22) You're
enjoying the feeling that

you're making headway in many
areas of your life. It's a good
time to think about your future
profession and what you want
to accomplish through work.
Leo (7/23-8/22) Creative hob
bies can generate income for
you. You've been focused in
wardly for a while; now you
want to reach out for some at
tention. Explore your desires
to be around children.
Virgo (8/23-9/22) Personal pri
orities are important as you
work toward closeness with oth
ers, especially in your family.
You desire to be connected to
those you love and make them
happy. Don't forget about your
own happiness.
Libra (9/23-10/22) You want
to enjoy life more without fi
nancial restraint. You might be
planning a party and this can
bring great opportunities to connect with new people and
strengthen existing friendships.

Scorpio
(10/23-11/21)
You're determined to make
more money and you should
focus on doing something
that expresses who you re
ally are with great rewards.
Your carefree desires can be
worked with effectively.
Sagittarius (11/22-12/21)
Emphasis is on the new for
your career and relation
ships. Ideas come to you
quickly as you desire to ex
press yourself completely.
Use the insight you've
gained over the past few
weeks.
Capricorn (12/22-1/19)
Schedule quiet time for
yourself and allow day
dreams to guide you to per
sonal growth. If you find
yourself working behind the
scenes, enjoy your contri
bution — it will be your turn
in the spotlight soon.
Aquarius
(1/20-2/18)
There's less pressure at work

see LUNAR on page 11

Campus -related events

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send typed
information to:USD VISTA; do
College Life Editor;5998Alcala
Park; San Diego, CA 921102492.
Please remember to include
time, dale, place, purpose, event
title and some background on
the event. All submissions are
due two weeks prior to publica
tion. The USD VISTA reserves
the right to deny servicing of
press releases.

THURSDAY, Dec. 2

Alternative Christmas Fair:
Sponsored by As Social Issues
and USD Social Issues,
Thursday's fair will be full of
beautiful gifts from develop
ing nations. The event will be
help in front of the UC on
Dec. 2 from 10-2 p.m. All
proceeds from your purchases
will directly benefit the
artisans. Some of the non
profit organizations who bring
these gifts on behave of those
who made the gifts items:
Habitat for Humanity, Latin
American Cultural Center
Crafts, Loving Hands, Peace
Resource Center, St. Madeline
Sophies' Training Center and
UNICEF.
T.G J.F. Thursday Night
Dinner Gather In Faith is
sponsored by campus minis
try. On Thursday nights
dinner, $2, will be from 5-6
p.m. and socializing and faith
sharing will be from 6-7 p.m.
in the Alcala Vista Apt.
Palomar study lounge (street
level). Campus Ministry
encourages all interested
students to take advantage of
this opportunity ti gather in
faith.

SATURDAY, Dec. 4
Surf for the Children: The
Children's Miracle Network is
the national philanthropy for
the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
There are over 200 EX
chapters across the United
States each of whom make a
contribution to the CMN. All
individual chapters hold a
philanthropy event by which
they try and raise money for
the "kids". EX invites you to
the 2nd annual "Surf for the
Children" fund raiser at USD.
With our first event raising
close to $500 we hope that you
will come and be a part of this
year's goal of $750. Dona
tions are greatly appreciated
and all interested students are
encouraged to give whatever
they can. Every little bit
helps! EX will be hosting a
free BBQ at 2829 Oceanfront
Walk (Cohasset Ct.) in South
Mission Beach on Dec. 4 from
11:30-3:30 p.m. For informas
please call Matt Pool.

Men's Volley ball Club:
MVC meeting will be held on
Thursday, Dec. 2 at Noon in
Serra 311. For further
information please contact
Peter at 286-9163.
Self-Defense class: AS Social
Issues is sponsoring the
Sandford Strong's "Strong on
Defense" self-defense class at 7
p.m in the UC Forum AB. The
class is free for all interested
students and members of the
USD community.

TUESDAY, Dec. 7
'Tis the Season to be Holy:
On Tuesday, Dec. 7 at 7:30
p.m., the Opera-Musical
Theatre Workshop of the Fine
Arts Dept. will present its 9th
semesteral production headed
and stage-directed by Jack
Lasher. The program will
feature songs from the opera
"Ruth" and three musicals:
"Godspell," "Jesus Christ
Superstar," and "Nunsense."
The company consists of Rudy
Arambula, Victoria Curtin,
Vanessa Hartman, Lydia
Holguin, Eu Jin Hwang, Julie
Richards, Chris Stephens, Jodi
Watling, Jonah Weinberg and
Katie Wilson. All interested
students are encouraged to
come ana ebjoy tne perfor
mance.

Heidi Chronicles: On Dec.
2,4 and 5, the USD students
theatre organization, Actors
Anonymous, will be tackling
it's first full length production,
The Heidi Chronicles. The
Wendy Wasserstein's Pulitzer
Prize winning play will be
produced at Sacred Heart Hall
at 7 p.m. Although there will
be no admission charge,
donations will be welcomed
for the American Cancer
Society's Breast and Cervical
Cancer Research division.
The play's director, USD
senior Lisa Gallagher, says "I
wanted to do this play because
it deals with topics that I
believe to be very important...
life choices, friends, love,
belonging, loss, understanding
who you really are or who
desire to be, sadness, sexual
ity, time and the hope to make
life a little better for your
children." For more informa
tion call Nicole Pascarelle at
755-6776.
Contest: The USD Summer
Sessions Office wants your
talent and we're willing to pay
for it. We arc seeking original
designs for the cover of the
USD's 1994 Summer Bulletin.
Turn in your artwork, graphics
or photography to the Summer
Sessions Office in Founders
108 be Dec. 10!! If your entry
is chosen you will receive
$100.

EIMMJ
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continued from page 9
front of the masses. It is what
everybody who screamed fed off

spirit of what Octoberfest is
about. Dachau, the Nazi con
money from the
centration camp is just a
Frenchmen. I then
ten minute subway ride, a
asked her to marry
reminder of just what the
me and she replied
World thinks of Germany.
with a firm, "no."
Yet there in the oddest of
One German
nations humanity cel
word acts as the
ebrates itself, its not no
glue to the lan
ticeable to the casual con
guage barrier, taps
scious eye but undeniable
into the human
to every soul in the tent.
spirit, eliminating
The entire situation
the angst of past
|seemed to place everyone,
European wars,
of every imaginable race
the bullshit that
|in kind of state of nature,
fosters ethnic
|a place that transcended
strife.
This Demko and friends enjoy a bottle of Jonny
the barriers our political
word is "Prost," Walker Red on their way to Octoberfest
correctness defines, a
the Octoberfest
place where we as humans
equivalent of "Cheers." In this
exist in our true nature. I found
setting it is hardly a token ges of. Simply put, soul.
it to be good. That's what
ture. It is perhaps the one word
Perhaps even the location , Octoberfest taught me. Hobbes
that can properly define just Germany, illustrates the true would be pissed.
what Octoberfest embodies.
I do not know its literal
meaning nor do I care to.
There is one thing 1
would like to make clear to
those who condemn my sa
cred view of Octoberfest by
saying something to the ef
fect, "Man, its just the beer,
I find all sorts of truths ev
ery Thursday night at the
Pennant!" Octoberfest is
hardly the Pennant, its a con
glomerate of Nations, men
and women, humans, prost.
Its what the men' s guts were
Demko and friends in the crowds of the '92 Octoberfest
filled with as they stood in
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continued, from page 9

continued from page 10

Committee" that has those goals
in mind.
In an effort to figure out how
students felt about the issue a
poll was conducted before the
holiday break.
J.B. Little, Senior Senator,
stood up in each of his classes
and presented the proposal from
the commencement committee
to do away with the hoods.
When asked how they felt, the
students voted to keep the hoods
and resist the proposal.
"The decision was unani
mous," Little said, "every per
son in every class voted to keep
the hoods."
A similar pole was conducted
at the junior and senior town
hall meetings last week. Over
fifty people agreed to keeping
the hoods.
"The importance behind these
numbers," said Little, "is that
they show the student body's
desire to keep the hoods and
uphold the tradition we have
her at USD."
The Associated Students or
ganization is very interested in
your view on this issue. Stu
dents are encouraged to drop a
note into one of the A.S. opin
ion boxes on campus or in the
AS offices.
AS would like to remind stu
dents to voice their opinions on
this and any matter. It can make
a differnce.

and you feel more able to relax
and enjoy life. New goals for
the future are important to you
as you think about the coming
months and create a game plan.

Pisces (2/19-3/20) You're fo
cused on what you want to ac
complish in the outside world.
People offer you trust and re
spect, so use this wisely and be
an effective leader. You have
the tools to shape your own des
tiny.
A lunar eclipse in Gemini on
Sunday brings an interesting
pull between our desire io know
and be a student of the life pro
cess and our longing to experi
ence the vision of spiritual Truth
so that we transcend the limita
tions of the mind.
As Venus squares Saturn, we
might also restrict our desire
for love and affection for fear
of loss or humiliation. But as
Venus conjuncts Pluto on Mon
day, powerful expressions of
love are bound to occur. Venus
reflects our attitudes toward our
tastes in love and the transit of
Venus through Scorpio has
brought an intensity and per
haps secretive quality to our
relationships. This is comple
mented by aspects to the outer
planets that gives an intuitive
understanding how our intima
cies are connected to the uni
verse as a whole.

RESIDENT A SSI ST A NT '94-'OB*
Applications Available: Thursday, December 9, 9-12PM
Pick up Applications: UC139

To be art RA vou need

to;

* have a 2.5 (or graduate equivalent) GPA
* be a full time undergraduate/graduate student at USD
be willing to represent the University and its policies in the peer culture
* have an attitude of service
* be willing to work as a member of a team

*If you will study abroad in Spring '94 do your
RA interview BEFORE you leave.
Interviews will be on: December 9th - 9am-12noon
Call Residence Life x4777 to schedule an interview that day.

USE THE INTERSESSION BREAK TO FILL OUT
YOUR APPLICATION!
APPLICATIONS MUST BE TURNED
IN BY FEBRUARY 18th, 1994
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USD makes NCAATournament
Rob Affleck
Sports Editor

When the news came via satel
lite, the Toreros had just finished a
long, hard practice. Not expect
ing to go to the NCAA champion
ships, but feeling they had a legiti
mate shot at the tournament, the
team became silent.
It was announced and the
Toreros made their first NCAA
Division I Championship Tourna
ment, the women proceeded to
celebrate wildly, congratulating
each other on their amazing ac
complishment.
The Toreros face the Washing
ton State Cougars in Pullman in
the first round of the NCAA Tour
nament. USD won a berth in the
NCAA tournament by boasting a
tough, 24-5 overall record and a
8-3 league mark, giving them a
school-best third-place finish in
the West Coast Conference. USD's
.828 winning percentage is a WCC
record.
Head Coach Sue Snyder was
named WCC Coach of the Year,
which isvoted on by other coaches
in the league. Snyder, only in her
fourth year,has set a high standard
for USD volleyball and her play
ers have lived up to that standard.
"This is a very winnable match

1993 USD Toreros (1-r): Front row- Torril Purvis, Malia Andagan, Amy Boyer, Lori
Bowers, Kym Phillips, Asst. Coach Diane Campbell. Second Row- Head Coach Sue
Snyder, Liz Gunsaulus, Jennifer Lofftus, Jennifer Wrightson, Amy McMahon, Jen
nifer McMahon, Nikki Wallace, Luann Petix, Asst. Coach Melanie Heller.
for us," Snyder said. "We have
worked very hard all year and we
just have to keep on working hard
to continue in the tournament."
Snyder's 24 victories are the most
in school history. She has com
piled a 74-49 record in four sea
sons as Torero head coach.
The 21st-ranked Cougars fin

ished sixth in the Pac-10 and fea
ture an All-American candidate in
outside hitter Becky Howlett. The
Toreros must slow Howlett down
if they expect to advance to the
second round to face an even
tougher BYU. WSU is participat
ing in its second NCAA champi
onship.

If all this isn't impressive
enough, USD had three starters
honored as All-WCC performers
for the 1993 season. Senior middle
blocker Nikki Wallace and junior
outside hitter Jennifer Wrightson
were first-team selections. In her
first season with the Toreros, jun
ior setter Amy Boyer was named

to the second team All-WCC.
Wallace is a four-time All-WCC
pick with two first-team and two
second-team
selections.
Wrightson was named first-team
for the second year in a row.
Wallace helped the team be
come recognized as the toughest
blocking team in the WCC. USD
ranks third in the nation in blocks
per game with 3.521. Opponents
will remember the "brick wall"
the next time they play USD.
Individually, Wallace ranks
fourth in the nation in blocks per
game and is the country's leading
active blocker with 614 total
blocks.
The Toreros finished the regu
lar season with a victory over
SDSU. The win gave USD a
sweep over the Aztecs this sea
son. USD still trails SDSU, 3-17,
in the all-time series.
This season has been a dream
come true for all the Toreros, but
it has been extra special for se
niors and co-captains Wallace and
Torril Purvis. Neither have been
to postseason play and USD has
only qualified three times for small
college tournaments.
Congratulations to the Toreros
on a fine season. All the recogni
tion from the NCAA and the
league toall the players and coach
ing staff has been well deserved.
Good luck in the NCAA tourna
ment.

Open season for women's hoops
Tanya Rodrigues
Staff Writer

The pressure in the gym was in
tense. The exhaustion was clear, but
the players weren't giving up. There
were free throws in pressure situa
tions, changes in offensive plays to
accomodate, the intensity showed in
the players' faces. They were going to
win, no matter what—even against
themselves.
To think, it was only practice.
The USD women's basketball team
is taking advantage of additional time
to practice. After their recent upset,
the team knows they need it.
Despite a last-minute comeback, the
Torreros sucuumbed to the Broncos of
Cal Poly Pomona, 68-70, in Friday's
season-opener. Obstacles included
missed free throws, poor teamwork
and a lack of height. But if practice
does make perfect, the team can over
come these initial problems.
"It was their first real game," He ad
Coach Kathy Marpe said. "They were

nervous and rushed a lot of shots they
would have ordinarily made."
Marpe said that although the team
had a lot of "good ideas," timing and
execution weren't on, causing sloppy
play.
"Passes that should have resulted in
a score ended up as turnovers," Marpe
said.
Their last-minute comeback heart
ened the team. Down by 11 points, the
Toreros rallied in the final 90 seconds
with a couple of quick baskets, two 3point shots and a steal.
"I was happy they didn't give up,"
Marpe said. "They stayed with it."
"That was just pure hustle and our
desire to win the game," said Jill
Shaver, a forward who's playing her
final year as a Torero.
"The people in at that point had
been playing a lot of the game... they
were tired," added junior forward
Vicki de Jesus.
"We're a young team and playing
scared, unsure," Shaver said. "We
need to develop confidence in our
selves and each other."
The free-throw line proved to be
troublesome, as the team sank only a
third of its free throws. Marpe has

emphasized free throws in pressure
situations throughout recent practices.
"I need to work on not getting frus
trated with myself," de Jesus said. "I
need to concentrate on my shots."
As for height, while the tallest
player on a women's basketball team
is usually 6-4, USD's tallest player is
6-2.

"We are relying on quickness," de
Jesus said. "We have a whole lot more
(than other teams who have taller play
ers)."
The "team" mindset was emphasized
by both de Jesus and Shaver. "We are
still learning about ourselves as indi
viduals," Shaver said, "so we can pull
it together as a team."
"Confidence is one of the most im
portant part of the game," Shaver said.
"It starts with the individual and grows
with experience."
The loss notwithstanding, the team
remained optimistic, partly due to their
near comeback. "It's encouraging to
know we can come back in a situation
like that, said Shaver. "Next time
we'll come back and win it."
USD hosts San Diego State Uni
versity Saturday in the Sports Center.
USD typically struggles with the Az-

1993-94 USD Women's
Basketball Roster
No. Name
3
5
12
14
20
22
24
33
34
40
42
44
50
54

Pos.

Renee Richardson
Patricia Sencion
Heidi Ambrose
Jill Shaver
Melisa Sortino
Laura King
Vicki de Jesus
Serena Eiermann
Nya Jensen
Lorraine Watson
Lorice Watson
Malia Andagan
Michele Brovelli
Jessica Porter

G
G
G
F
G
G
F
G
C
F
F
F
F
F

tecs, having won only one game in 21
lifetime meetings.
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Shega shines in Softball tournament
Rick Salazar
Special to the VISTA

On the weekend before Thanksgiving, the
University of San Diego softball team concluded
five weeks of softball practice with an day-long
tournament in Escondido. The result? The
Toreros, under new Head Coach Lin Adams, won
three of four contests, establishing a solid founda
tion for next semester's team.
Against Rancho Satiago, freshman Trisha Smith
singled to score junior pitcher Carrie Brinkley and
Melissa Reinard, giving USD a 2-0 lead. Rancho
Santiago came back to lie the score, but in the
bottom the inning, senior Aimee Reinard doubled
home freshman Gretchen Lees.
The one run cushion was all that pitcher Andrea
Marino needed as the Toreros won, 3-2.

The second game matched USD against Mt. Sac College.
Brinkley pitched four shut-out innings and Marino added
three more and picked up the save in the process in the
Toreros' 1-0 win. USD's only run came on a first-inning
triple by Aimee Reinard. Lees was solid in the field.
The third game matched USD with cross town
rival SDSU. The Toreros played strong and found
themselves tied, 1-1, going into the fifth inning.
But, timely hitting and momentum helped the Aztecs
score three runs in the bottom of the inning. SDSU
went on to win, 4-1, despite a late rally by the
Toreros. Lees was 2 for 2 and scored USD's only
run.
In the final action of the night, USD took on
Palomar College. Freshman Jennifer Milo pitched
four strong innings, yielding only one run. Pitching
ace Marino finished the game, giving her two saves
on the day as the Toreros won, 5-1.
Offensively, USD enjoyed its most productive

game of the day. The Reinard sisters each tripled
and Milo added a double. Sophomore sensation
Jomi Shega brought in two runs on two singles.
Shega has that major league baseball swing and is a
good contact hitter. A local product from San
Diego, Shega should prove to be the Torero's rising
star.
With three wins under their belt, the Toreros are
looking forward to resuming play next spring. In
tournament play, Aimee Reinard baited .500 with
two triples and a double. Brinkley batted .429 and
Lees recorded 15 total bases. The entire pitching
staff was impressive, led by Marino who had a win
and two saves. Brinkley and Milo each picked up a
win.
USD looks forward to continued success in the
upcoming season. The students play the Alumni for
a preseason kickoff to the Cal State San Bernadino
Tournament on February 13.

Paddlers row strong in regatta
J.B. Weinberg
Staff Writer
USD played host to the third annual fall rowing festival on Mission Bay this past Saturday.
The regatta, which originated as a small scale race between the crews that practice on Mission
Bay, including USD, UCSD and SDSU, has grown to accommodate a staggering 21 events
and nearly 120 crews and scullers.
The two-and-a-half mile race course begins in Sea World channel, near the jet ski area, runs
west under the Inghram Street bridge, and turns north around the Princess Resort Isle, and ends
in the main basin just past El Carmel point.
Pariticipating on the collegiate level were all three San Diego schools, accompanied by
UCLA, LMU, Orange Coast and UC Long Beach. Races began at8 a.m. with the men's novice
four competition.

GMAT

BEA
HERO
Be A Teacher

LSAT

Teachers have the power
to wake up young mindsto make a difference.
Reach for that power.
Be a teacher. Be a hero.

Test Preparation Courses
Experienced Faculty
Lecture Course
In-Class Practice Exams
Score in top 25% or take next
course free

To find out how
to become a
teacher, call
1-800-45-TEACH

For a free brochure call: 619/260-4579
or write: University of San Diego
Test Preparation Courses - Serra Hall $18
Alcala Park, San Diego, CA92110

^1 Recruiting New Teachers, Inc.

Come to Campus Connection
for all your paddle supplies...
Blank paddles, wooden letters,
glue, wooden symbols, crests.
San Diego's New Greek Store
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USD's team showing in the regatta was greatly improved from its performance the previous
week at the Newport Beach regatta.
The novice men took first place in the four-man shell, with a time of 14:06 minutes. The
novice eight-man shell placed the fastest time of 12:08, but was penalized 60 seconds for
missing a buoy and finished fourth in their division. The novice women finished first and fifth
in the four and the eight, with respective times of 15:47 and 15:50.
In the varsity teams, the women's eight finished fourth behind Long Beach, UCSD and
UCLA with a time of 13:19, while the men's eight finished second behind SDSU with time
of 11:24.
"I'm very happy with the overall performance of our squad," Head Coach Brooks Dagman
said. "This race was an indicator of the team's depth, and judging from the results, we have
plenty of it."
USD crew's fall competition came to an end with the regatta. The team's next race is not
scheduled until March, when the regular racing season begins.

20
Things you may not do
when taking a standardized test.
Sweat.
Tremble.
Cry.
Palpitate.
Moan
Chew off
a perfectly good fingernail.
Dread the future.
Dread your parents.
Kiss grad school goodbye.
Envy the brainy wimp
next to you.
Spit at the proctor.
Turn to drink.
Wonder why you were ever born.
Scream.
Panic.
Develop amnesia.
Fall asleep.
Blank out.
Karate chop your chair.
Swallow your pencils.

WeTre strict. Strictly for you.
THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW
we score more

MCAT GMAT LSAT GRE PREPARATION COURSES
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL US AT (619) 558-0500
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flickj Ticks

special guest
Christine Naugle
Rob
Buffalo
Buffalo
Rams
Phoenix
Houston
Houston
Chicago
Green Bay
NYJets
NYJets
Minnesota
Detroit
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
New Orleans Cleveland
Washington
Tampa Bay
Denver
San Diego
Miami
NYGiants
Seattle
Seattle
San Fran.
San Fran.

Raiders @ Buffalo
Rams @ Phoenix f
Atlanta @ Houston
Green Bay @ Chicago
Indianapolis @ NYJets
Minnesota @ Detroit
New England @ Pittsurgh
New Orleans @ Clevland
Washington @ Tampa Bay
Denver @ San Diego
NYGiants @ Miami
Kansas City @ Seattle
Cincinnati @ San Francisco
Monday
Philadelphia @ Dallas
Between Chris Woo
and Rob:
current standings

Dallas

Dallas

61-35

55-41

Pizza Hut
Team of the Week

Results
MEN'S SOCCER
The USD men's soccer team
concluded its 1993 season with a
3-2 NCAA scond round loss to
Cal State Fullerton Sunday, Nov.
21, in front of 3,613 at Torero
Stadium. USD finished 14-7
overall and 4-2 in the WCC
giving them third place.
After jumping out to a 1-0 lead
on a Doug Barry goal, the
Toreros gave up two goals, one
was a penalty kick, and fell
behind 2-1. USD's Matt Geske
tallied the equalizer at the 72
minute mark only to have the
Titans pull out the victory on a
direct free kick goal by Kevin
Hesse with six minutes to play.
The Toreros close out another
successful season and senior
midfielder Toby Taitano closed
out his WCC career as the
league's all-time career assists
leader with 47. USD led all
conference schools with five
selections to the All-WCC first
team: Senior midfielder Toby
Taitano, senior midfielder David
Beall, senior goaltender Scott
Garlick, senior defender Roger
Lindqvist and sophomore
Guillermo Jara. In addition,
Lindqvist was named Defensive
Player of the Year for the second
consecutive time.
Head Coach Seamus
McFadden commented on the
season by saying, "It's been that
kind of year for us, we're not sure
which team is going to show up.
We had some great victories and
people like Taitano and Beall
really stepped up this year. It's
going to be difficult to replace
seven seniors."

WOMEN'S SOCCER

The University of San Diego women's volley ball team
will make its first ever apperance to the NCAA division
I championships. We congratulate the team on a fine
season and wish them all the best in the tournament.
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Six members of the University
of San Diego women's soccer
team were recognized by the
West Coast Conference on
Monday, Nov. 30. USD finished
the 1993 season at 8-8 and 3-3 in
the WCC.
Sophomore midfielder Dawn
Birdasall and freshman forward
Michele Kennedy were named to
the All-WCC First Team.
Birdsall received first team
accolades last year while
Kennedy led the Torerosa in
scoring this past season. Fresh
man midfielder Monica Costello
and freshman goalkeeper Allison
Worden earned All-WCC Second
Team status. Costello scored
goals in six consecutive games;
Worden compiled a 0.62 goalsagainst average and six shutouts.
Senior defender Karmyn Clark
and freshman defender Michelle
Bush received WCC honorable
mention.

Pt\CCS 0 \

The Universtiy of San Diego
rugby club hosted Cal State
Fullerton for an exhibition match
on West Point Rugby Field. This
was the first full 80 minute match
either team had played.
USD ran away with the game
22-5. Tries were scored by Scott
Lee, Pete Halmos and Mike

Murphy. Dan "Mooch" Maruccia
also had a solid game with two
assists and solid defense.
The Bulls had a strong showing
but faced a more experienced but
exhausted Fullerton first side.
Strong performances were given
by Kevin "Reggie" Hammond,
Matt Fripp, Martin Small and
Brad Schuler.
Players of the game awards
went to Scott Lee and Martin
Small for their dynamic play.
Small is a foreign exchange
student from Australia and has
excelled on the rugby field as one
of the Toreros top players. Also,
Small leads USD with after game
activities and is clearly tops in
that category.
This coming weekend the
Toreros travel to Las Vegas for
their annual Christmas tourna
ment USD is not sure what to
expect from the tournament
considering this is their first
appearance. Head Coach Loc
Vetter always expects the best
from his players and should fair
well in Las Vegas.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
The USD men's basketball
team plays UC Irvine tonight at
Bren Center in Irvine. The
Toreros then travel to play Notre
Dame Saturday, Dec. 4, at 2 p.m.
The USD-Notre Dame game is
scheduled to be televised by
SportsChannel Chicago.
UC Irvine leads 8-6 in the
series over the Toreros. USD
won the last meeting in 1983.
This is the first meeting between
the Toreros and the Fighting Irish.
Notre Dame will come to San
Diego next season.
USD opened their 1993-94
season with a 69-59 victory over
visiting Pomona-Pitzer College.
The victory marked the sixth
straight time the Toreros opened
their regular-season with a
victory.
Junior guard Doug Harris
paced the Toreros with 17 points
and freshman forward Brian
Bruso had 15 points. USD
managed to convert just 38.7% of
its shots and 25.9% of its threepoint shots. Brooks Barnhard had
the most success from three-point
land hitting 3-of-6.
The Toreros split their two
exhibition games prior to
Monday's regular-season opener.
They lost to High Five America,
89-78, but bounced back to defeat
Spartak Moska, from Finland,
100-84. Against High Five
America Harris tossed in 16
points wile Barnhard had 10
points and 9 rebounds.
Joe Temple led the way against
Spartak Moska with 26 points and
9 rebounds. Other Toreros in
double-digits were senior forward
Neal Meyer with 16 points,
freshman center James Black with
12 points, Harris with 11 and
Barnhard had 10 points in the
victory.
The Toreros third and final
road game is Dec. 8th at Cal State
Northridge at 7 p.m. USd returns
home Saturday, Dec. 11 th to play
Cal Slate Dominguez Hills.
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Last Call
gets final
victory
This semester's hockey final was a re
match of an earlier season game, a game that
went down to the last minute,a game in which
Last Call beat Hansen's 6-4
The game was delayed because John Gillis,
Last Call's goalie, had failed to register or
play in one of this team's first two games.
This meant he was ineligible and that Chris
Walters was going to have to play net. In
most cases this would mean more goals for
the opponent, and after Hansen's Paul
Smigliani scored within the first two minutes,
it seemed like this was going to be one of
those cases. But neither team , surprisingly,
scored the rest of the first period.
Most of the second period had gone by
when Steve Brown of Last Call scored a
controversial (at least in the minds of the
Hansen's)goal to tie the game at 1-1. Last
Call used this momentum change to add
another goal one minute later, this one by
John Sackett, giving them the lead 2-1 going
into the final period.
The Hansen's had four shots on goal and
many chances in the final period, but Walters
shut them down with his best performance all
season. Sackett added another goal to ice it
for Last Call on a great slap shot from the red
line. The final score was 3-1 with Last Call
winning the shirts and ending the Hansen's
great season.

Hockey all-stars
First Team
Hans Bergman (Vikings)
Paul Smigliani (Hansen's)
Rob Seward (Last Call)
Steve Brown (Last Call)
Noah Stanley (Vikings)
Matt Neiman (Little Men With Big Sticks)
Second Team
John Sackett (Last Call)
Eric Morten (Delts)
Denis-Martin Monty (Free Agents)
Marie Huarte (Second Rate Maulers)
Tim Kenney (Free Agents)
M.V.P.: Steve Brown

Subway IM game
of the week
Date: Sunday, Nov. 5
Time: 9:30 a.m.
Sport: Flag Football
Match-up: Buck Shaw vs. North Dakota St.
The match-up everyone has been waiting
for is here. There is no controversy over the
polls and no coalition to deal with. Buck
Shaw and North Dakota St. have been the
lop two teams since the pre-season rankings
cameout. This is thegame of thecen tury - not
some contest from a small town in Indiana.
Befitting such an epic event, the winners
will not only get the intramural champ shirts,
but will also receive a party platter from the
Subway on Moiena Boulevard.

IM distinctions:
best of Nov. 15-21
MEN'S (A) FOOTBALL
Game: Buck Shaw vs. Rug Munchers
Team:
North Dakota St.
Player: Chris Conrad
MEN'S (B) FOOTBALL
Game: Pi Munchers vs. Dazed and
Confused
Team: Pi Munchers
Player: Scott Pearlman

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: Last Call vs. Hansen's
Team: Last Call
A paperwork problem cost Last Call their goalie but not the hockey
championship.

Football's "Shirts" don't
dream game
go bust
As expected last Saturday, the Pi
Munchers became the first team to win backto-back B-league football championships.
Before the game, Greg Bettinelli claimed that
his Dazed and Confused squad would give
the defending champs all they could handle.
Believe it or not, he was right! Take away
a few dropped passesand a missedflag or two
and this game could have gone the other way.
But it didn't, and the score board never lies:
Pi Munchers 16, Dazed and Confused 0.
Steve Watts and Tom McGourthy scored
the touchdowns and Scott Pearlman had three
interceptions to thwart any chance Dazed
and Confused might have had. And yes, the
Pi Munchers covered the spread.
In the A-league, the much anticipated
match-up of Buck Shaw and North Dakota
St. will take place as each impressively won
their semifinal match-ups. The defending
champs, Buck Shaw, took a 21-0 decision
over the Rug Munchers. Each touchdown
looked a little like the one before as Anthony
Massa threw to Brady Clark for all three
scores.

It*was the Co-rec Basketball champion
ship game and it was played on the large main
court, but if you didn't know better, you
would think it was a replay of their regular
season match-up. The Dirty Delts of Dark
ness still came into the game full of confi
dence despite having earlier dropped a 55-37
decision to Shirts or Bust.
After all, this time, the Delts had all their
players, but they didn't haveAllen McNamee.
The Shirts or Bust captain got off to a quick
start scoring 11 first-half points as the top
seed raced to a 36-29 lead. Ken Simeon
scored nine points to keep the score close.
In the second half, McNamee got even
hotter scoring 16 of his 27 points after inter
mission. For the Delts, Noelle Wilson hit
three shots for nine points, but the underdogs
could never get closer than five. Some late
fouls, most notably by Anthony "we never
quit" Lindsey, helped make the final score
62-50, Shirts or Bust.

Co-rec basketball
all-stars

North Dakota St. put an even bigger hurt
on their opponent as they steamrolled Mag-,
nificent Seven 44-0. Mike Printy threw four
touchdown passes while Chris Conrad threw First Team
one, caught three and had an interception as Allen McNamee (Shirts or Bust)
well. And yes, both favorites covered the Cary Duckworth (Guns and Roses)
spread.
Ken Simeon (Dirty Delts of Darkness)
Amie Ortman (Candy Coated Clowns)
The championship game will take place Angie Cooper (Guns and Roses)
Sunday, Dec. 5 at 9:30am and it should be a
classic. Buck Shaw has won the champion Second Team
ship two of the past three seasons and have Eric Brown (Candy Coated Clowns)
yet to be scored on this year. That's right - Rian Kirkman (Shirts or Bust)
zero points allowed!
Rusty DeHorn (Shirts or Bust)
For North Dakota St., this is the end of Christie O'Connell (Dirty Delts of Dark
a three-year quest John Silverstein's team ness)
leads the league in scoring with an average of Ann Black (Raging Bowls)
23.4 points per game and had been ranked Lisa Paul (Shirts or Bust)
No. 2 since the first week of the season. A
championship would be a dream ending.
Unfortunately, the linesmakers foresee a Male M.V.P.:
Allen McNamee
nightmare - Latest Line: Buck Shaw by 8.
Female M.V.P.: Angie Cooper

MEN'S SPEEDSOCCER
Game: Perfec
Team; ElTri

WOMEN'S SPEED SOCCER
Game: Kooks vs, Hard and Fast
Team: Hard and Fast

CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
Team: TriNutz
Male Player: Dave Cho

MEN'S DOUBLES TENNIS
Match: Calecia Vice vs. Swallow Our
Team: Calecia Vice
Player: Dwayne White

Match: Shaggy's Fan Club vs. Michelle
Team: Shaggy's Fan Club
Player: Emily Fouse
MIXED DOUBLES TENNIS
Match: J and J vs. M and M
Team: J and J
Male Player: Jeff Sieen
Female Player: Julie Waters

CO-REC BASKETBALL
Match: Shirts or Bust vs. Dirty Delts
Team: Shirts or Bust
Male Player: Allen McNamee
Female Player: Noelle Wilson

CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game: Bats, Balls & Box scores vs.
Busineess Universe
Team: Bats, Balls & Boxscores
Male Player: Rob Dean
Female Player: Allison Warden

POWDER PUFF FOOTBALL
Game: Brewer vs. IritN Yet
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IM rankings: Tennis finals set
for Sunday
as of Nov, 29

Brewer shows ladies how
its done
On November 21, the powder-puff foot
ball tournament was played with four im
pressive teams going for the shirts. The first
two to play in the preliminary round were Iz
It N Yet featuring Danielle Lopez and Liz
Mahoney, and Brewer with Michelle
Zyromski and Kim Brewer. Though Kim
Brewer threw and ran for two touchdowns, it
was not enough in this very close battle
because Lopez and Mahoney (Barry Sand
ers) combined for three scores giving Iz It N
Yet the w in 19-12.
In thesecond match Iz It N Yet playedagain,
this time against San Raph 3rd Floor who,
according to their coach, R.C. (which by the
way does not stand for Real Coach or any
thing to do with coaching), were going to
win this thing. Well you couldn't tell by
their first game as they were beaten by two
touchdowns by Liz "Sanders" Mahoney 120.
Another well coached team took the field
next: No Ka Oi featured the league's biggest
offensive line, but their defense was not
good enough asfour people scored points for
Brewer. Michelle Waters, Zyromski and
Kim "Montana" Brewer all had touchdowns
in Brewer's 32-6 victory. Heather Fleming
had No Ka Oi's only points. Things did not
get better for No Ka Oi or should I say No
Kan Score. In their second game they were
shut out by San Raph 3rd Floor, who looked
like they were turning things around thanks
to their reverses and running attack. Whitney
Nelson and Melanie Wall scored San Raph's
points in the 20-0 victory.
After the preliminary rounds the teams
were ranked and the playoffs began. No. 1 Iz
It N Yet was matched up with No.4 No Ka

Ka Oi took an early exit from the playoffs. Iz
It N Yet took a 20-0 half-time lead and cruised
to victory,26-0. Once again Liz "Barry"
Mahoney, Danielle Lopez, and Lisa Moresso
scored.
In the other semifinal match, No. 3 San
Raph 3rd Floor took an early 6-0 lead on a
reverse by Chantel Arroyo, but then Brewer
started toscore themselves. In fact, they ran off
27 unanswered points in which Kim Brewer
scored three touchdowns and passed for two
more. R.C.'s team had no answer for Brewer
and ended up losing 27-6. That meant that No.1
and No.2 were in the finals and the two best
teams were going to play it out for the football
championship (maybe the NCAA should pay
attention.)
Remember, in their first match, Iz It N Yet
won 19-12, but this was the finals and the
emotions were high. Brewer started going to
their passing game, Brewer to Michelle Trichter
for one completion after another, and finally
referees Buddy Brewer and Anthony Lindsey
gave the signal for a Kim Brewer touchdown.
The first half ended 6-0 leaving scorekeeper
Harold Green bored and wanting to referee, but
these were the two highest scoring teams and
that guaranteed a lot more scoring in the second
half. A Kim Brewer touchdown pass to Trichter
started the scoring, and Brewer looked like
they were going to win this one easy, especially
when Iz It N Yet's Liz Mahoney went down.
But Lopez rallied her team and threw a scoring
pass to Liz Moresso to come up with six. That
was as close as it got as Kim "M.V.P." Brewer
intercepted a pass, and then threw another
touchdown pass to Trichter (who has hands like
Jerry Rice) to seal the 19-6 victory and take
home the shirts.

FOR YOUR
SHOP AT

/N

MEN'S (A) FOOTBALL
1. Buck Shaw
2. North Dakota State
3. Rug Munchers
4. Magnificent Seven
5. No Ka Oi
MEN'S (B) FOOTBALL
1. Pi Munchers
2. Dazed and Confused
3. Panthers
4. Sigma Chi
5. Da Tribe

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
1. Last Call
2. Hansen's
3. Real Vikings
4. Little Men/Big Slicks
5. Free Agents

MEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. ElTri
2. Perfection
3. Untouchables
4. La Mirage
5. Deez Nuts
WOMEN'S SPEED SOCCER
1. Hard and Fast
2. Kooks
3. Kick and Twisted

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CO-REC BASKETBALL
Shirts or Bust
Dirty Delts
Guns and Roses
Candy Coated Clowns
Raging Bowls

CO-REC SOFTBALL
1. Doggie Style
2. Skinny Dippers
3. Go Deep
4. No Sobriety
5. Bats, Balls & Boxscores

HOUD

MEN'S TENNIS
1. Dwayne Sucks
2. Calecia Vice
3. Nasty
4. Steroid
5. Lobsters

FASHIONmiev

HAZARD CENTER

RT THE IIIHEREHOttSE V0U CRN RLIURVS FIND
THE PERFECT GIFT TO SURPRISE THE "HRRD TO
SHOP FOR" SPECIAL SOMEONE.

MIXED TENNIS
1. J and J
2. M and M
3. Ace
4. Vikings

SELL US
YOURI j
CD'S!
!J

I

NEUI AELEBSES ACCESSORIES »EBERT SIFT iDERS
•FANTASTIC SALE PRICES •THE SCI8S WILL LORE THE SE6A
AND NINTENDO GAMES *GBEHT HOLIDAY MDIIIES FOR THE
FAMILY

WHEREHOUSE IN FASHION VALLEY - HAZARD
CENTER IS YOUR RESCUE FOR THE HOLIDAY
RUSH

WOMEN'S TENNIS
1. Shaggy's Fan Club
2. Smashing Duo
3. Michelle and Jamalle
4. Just Twisted
5. Kara's Team
CO-REC SPEED SOCCER
1. Tri Nutz
2. Nguyeners
3. Miller
4. Interzone Inc.
5. Delts

THE NAIL SHOP
Full Service Nail Center

490-1323
4336 Cass st (at Grand)
Open 6 Days 9-7pm
Closed Sunday
No Appointments necessary
Offer good through 12/15/93

This past weekend marked the beginning
of the playoffs for the intramural tennis cham pionships. The finals will be held on Sunday,
Dec. 5.
On Saturday, Luis Lara and Juan Alfonso
of Dos Equis moved into the quarterfinals to
play Chris Skibba's team, Dwayne Sucks.
Unfortunately for Dos Equis, the top seed
was too much for them, and Dwayne Sucks
advanced 18-11
Not much magic was needed from Light
Magic's Devin Volpe and Steve Colgate to
beat Two Guys' Gavin Simpson and Ryan
Gould, who played as if they were only one
guy, while losing by thescore of 12-2! But on
Sunday, Light Magic lost that magical luck
along with their match against Steroid's
Stefan Vandersteen and Rommy Los, who
didn't need any of those for their defeat of
Light Magic, 18-5. With that win, they now
advance to the semifinals to play Dwayne
Sucks.
The Lobsters' Matt Simon and Eujin
Hwang crushed Hwalt Jones Wood's Mike
Kwee and Charles Campbell, 18-5, advanc
ing Simon and Hwang to the quarterfinals
where they lost to Nasty's Norm Choi and
Jeff Steen, 19-8. Nasty now faces Calecia
Vice's Gilberto Rosa and Bryan Davis.
Calecia Vice barely defeated Swallow
Our Tennis Balls' Dwayne White and Vic
tor Dence by the score of 14-13. Dence and
White were left to swallow only their pride.
In the women's league, four teams battled
it out on the court during the semifinals on
Sunday. Shaggy'sFan Club's Emily Fouse
and her partner played a tough match against
Michelle and Jamalle, beating them by the
close score of 13-11. Kara' Team earlier
advanced to the semifinals to play Smashing
Duo'sJasmine Jorqueand KristaMatthewson.
Jorque and Matthewson smashed the "other"
duo, Josie Molina and her partner, big time.
The final score was 18-2.
Congratulations to the champion mixed
doubles team, J and J. Jeff Steen and partner
Julie Waters played a tough match against M
and M's Matt Simon and Maggie Winter.
Steen and Waters won the shirts by a score of
15-12!
Good luck to the six teams who will play
on Sunday, Dec. 5 for the men'sand women's
championships.

Final fraternity
standings:
I.
.40

Delta Tau Delta
U

..40
(")2 :

I.M. NOTE: Co-rec.soccer playoffscontinue
this Sunday at 1 p.m. as Miller takes on the
Nguyeners in semifinal action. The winner
wil earn the right to meet Tri Nutz for the
championship at 2 p.m. Read about all the
results in next week's VISTA.

$14.99Manicure & Pedicure *
(reg. $21.00) :

$14.99 Full Set (reg.$25.00)

Fill (reg. $15.00)
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Soccer playoffs provide
many surprises
Obviously, we had some incredible upsets
(it can' t possibly be our predictions that were
off!) as only one of five of the ranked men's
speed soccer teams made it to the semifinals!
The first and second rounds of playoffs
brought some shocking results!
Perfection had an exceptionally impres
sive week as they knocked out both the Rugby
Heavies and the top-ranked Deez Nutz!
Points were scored back and forth between
Perfection and the Rugby Heavies as the
teams matched each other goal for goal. Ben
Miller of Perfection scored two in the first
half and the Rugby Heavies' Matt Fripp
answered with two as well. Both teams
followed up again with two more each, mak
ing the score 4-4 at the end of the first half. As
the clock ticked deeply into the second half,
the score remained even until finally
Perfection's Dom Piazza and then DenisMartin Monty each scored a goal creating the
illusion that their victory was sealed. But
then the Rugby Heavies' Scott Lee and Wil
liam Thompson scored thirty seconds apart
and tied up the score at 6-6 (talk about excite
ment)! With regulation time over, the game
went into ten-minute sudden-death periods.
Finally with only seconds to go in the second
period, Perfection's Dirk Lashnits tapped
one into the net with relief putting an end to
the match with a 7-6 victory.
Next, in the game that put Perfection into
the semifinals, the team we all expected to
"get the shirts", Deez Nutz, finally experi
enced defeat. Unfortunately, Deez Nutz
played a man down, but still came out strong
with a two-goal lead by the end of the first
half. Their fatigue became quite evident as
Perfection's Jason Buseman scored a hat
trick and teammates Denis-Martin Monty
and Dirk Lashnits (once again) put in to more
goals putting an end to Deez Nuts' season
with a 5-2 victory.
The team without a "Ghost of a Chance",
La Mirage, sure showed us that they were
still alive as they also knocked out two top
teams. La Mirage pulled out a surprising 73 win over "well-inked" Sigma Pi (A). The
first half brought some excitement as Sigma
Pi's Tom Halmos and Todd Moutafian each
put one in as did La Mirage's Mohammad
Al-Mutair and Misheal Al-Usami leaving
that half with a score of 2-2. Then in the
second half, La Mirage's Misheal scored
three more and helped to bring the final score
to 7-3.
Then in the game that earned the "ghost"
team a place in the semifinals, La Mirage
just beat Bros' Boys 6-5. La Mirage's Loui
A1 Jasser shone bright in this game claiming
four goals, as did Bros' Boys, Joey Brosnan,
but the difference was that A1 Jasser's fourth
goal made it six for the victorious La Mi

rage!
Untouchables was yet another team that
rose above our expectations and predictions.
The match between the Untouchables and
Lex Talonis proved to be a challenging one
as the Untouchables' Brody Hoffman scored,
and then opponent Matt Lorenz returned the
favor in the first half. The pattern continued
in the second half as Untouchables' Mark
Wescott scored first, and then Lex Talonis'
Matt Reccow matched that goal as well, leav
ing the score a tension creating 2-2 at the end
of regulation time. Then,almost twominutes
into the first sudden-death period, Greg Keeley
of the Untouchables ended the suspenseful
game claiming credit for the big "W" over
Lex Talonis.
Untouchables claimed their spot in the
semifinals as they too knocked out the ranked
Summary Judgment by a final score of 54. This is not at all to say it was an easy fight
for the Untouchables as Summary Judg
ment stayed right on their tails as was typical
in most games throughout this week. Rob
Estrella helped to establish a lead for the
Untouchables scoring two throughout the
game as did teammate Brody Hoffman (re
member him from the last game?). Future
lawyer Bob Cuchi also scored two helping to
tie up the game 4-4 at the end of regulation
time. Shortly into the first overtime period,
Untouchables' Shane Knight (in shining ar
mor) came to the rescue giving the law stu
dents their final judgment and making the
final score 5-4.
The fourth team to appear next week in the
semifinals will be the predictably dressed El
Tri. Although their fight for the semifinals
with Phi Kappa Theta wasn't too tough,
there are some honors to be recognized. The
Phi Kapps started the game a man down, so
the ever noble El Tri graciously played
withh five as well (to make things fair). As
the game went on, and El Tri's Scott Whitney
played as well as usual, scoring four goals,
and Robert Reyes joined in, scoring two
more, it became quite clear that the one goal
that Pat Hynes (of Phi Kappa Theta) scored
would be useless. The final score? 7-1.
The women's league played their champi
onship match as Hard and Fast redeemed
themselves, beating the Kooks, 5-2. The
former team's Fiona Chaney did a spectacu
lar job with two goals in the first five minutes
helping out the team in the confidence area,
and although the Kooks managed to slip in
two from Heidi Boike and Sarah Coleman, it
just wasn'tenough to prevent Hard and Fast
from getting the shirts. Other Hard and Fast
members to help seal the victory with one
goal each were Monica Daley, Elaine
Milligan, and Kat Ross. Congrats ladies!!
See you all next semester!!
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Men's Softball honors
All Stars
Brad Miller
Kyle Douglas
Mike Bennent
Geoff Schmitz
Scott Buccola
Sean Parks
Rick Salazar
Chad Putnam
Dan O'Dea
Ken Kawachi
Kip Perry

Gold Qipves
IBMattZoeila
2B Pete Helmos
SS Mark Daquipa
3B Kyle Douglas
OF Mike Henry
OF Geoff Schmitz
OF Ken Kawachi
OF Kip Perry
C Mo Chavez
P Lance Brown

Hcmprpble Menj|pn
Herman Chavez
Mike Freehill
Dan Sullivan
Ryan Brach
Robbie Seward
Buddy Brewer
Stewart Marlboro
Mark Huarte
Dave Engel

M.V.P.'s: Sean Parks and Mike Bennett
Cy Young: Lance Brown

mm

Home Run Leader?
MikeBennent
Sean Parks
Scott Buccola
Mark Daquipa
WillPolimadei
Brad Miller
7 tied with one

Rick Salazar
3
Mike Boone
2
Neil Curry
' 2 '
Frank Knaftelz 2
John Giliis
2
Joe Cornms
2

7
5
4

3
3
3

Doggie Style continues to roll
After a weekend of soggy weather and
fields, the remaining teams had their final
tune-ups before this Sunday's one-day co-rec
softball tournament. Teams spent their time
sharpening their skills and their mouths.
The team to beat for the cloth is Kim
Brewer's Doggie Style. In three games this
year they, have outscored their opponents 465, including a 14-2 waxing of Spitting
Richards. Rick Salazar and Jason Carrol led
the future champions with a combined nine
hits. Darryl Correa and Maria Cilma played
great defense to preserve the 12-run win.
Anthony Lindsey was hitless and errorless
for the losers.
The team with the best chance to steal the
title from Doggie Style is the resurging Go
Deep. The team managed by Jen "no play"
Larson has rebounded from an opening-week
defeat. If their 11-0 shutout of the all-mighty
Paralegal Eagles is any indication of their

true ability, a title is not that far away. Rob
Dean and Allison Warden paced the offense
for Go Deep.
Go Deep may be the surprise of the tourna
ment, but no one should overlook the unde
feated Skinny Dippers. They disposed of
those pesky Paralegal Eagles 13-3 to finish
on top of their division. Jason Buseman,
David Cho and Lisa Maresso each provided
amazing offensive spark. Look for the Dip
pers to be there at the end and possibly tear
the cloth right out of the Doggies' mouth.
By the way, No Sobriety is undefeated;
Unfortunately all their wins are by default.
Bats, Balls and Boxscores could also be a
team that raises some eyebrows come tourna
ment time. They beat a hapless Masters qf
the Business Universe 16-5 to finish the
regular season at 1-1-1. The veteran squad
was led by the sticks of Tami Whitnyer and
Mike Campbell.

Co-rec softball playoff preview
Odds
6-5
9-5

Team
Doggie Style
Skinny Dippers
Go Deep
No Sobriety
Bats, Balls & Boxscores
Bats and Balls
Masters/Business Univ.
Spitting Richards
Paralegal Eagles

Comment
Outscored opponents 47-5
Deserve more respect
Always fall short
Yet to be tested
No match for "Doggies"
Been a disappointment
Don't even have a bachelors
Imaginative name. Boring team
Not even Perry Mason could help

2-1

4-1
9-2
6-1

25-1
40-1
50-1

JOIN NOW!
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NOW! VIP PARTIES!

CUSTOMS*

cec

Become a VIP Member &

BEST ENTERTAINMENT VALUE - 4TH YEAR!

LINE at Niaht
FRONT OF LINE
Night
~~ Clubs - You & a Guest
NO COVER CHARGE or
2 for 1 - 50% Off Everything
RESTAURANT 2 for 1-50% Off
Includes follow up discounts everytime

,
...r TIUC
c»vi
TIME

Just a fractionof our time watchingmovies
could help bring many happy endings.
It's so easy to help your
community, when you think
about it.
Millions of people have
helped make five percent
of their incomes and
matyoi

r ive.

five hours of volunteer time
per week the standard of
giving in America.
Get involved with the
causes you care about
•I back is immeasurable. and give f ive.

ONLY $37t!

(Regulivty $130) Act Now & Swe s55" Pbs Get Up to

SAVES BAR DRINK DISCOUNTS
2 for l's Every Night
SAVE Indudes Merchant Service Directory
EVERYDAY to 100's of Other Discounts

"2

Free Months"! Students Only!

•Must presnl Msdhrfaanl •HWstperdBMOOk.of 2l»lhhpric»
• 1 oustbeinewomhe
•Notwldeilirtlwisawk

SAMPLE CLUB LIST:

. •
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• Don't waste gour time with flgers — Use the
• VOSTA classifieds. We guarantee gour sale
•
or gou get two weeks... JPEE!

Types of Classifieds:
Personals
JorSale
feentals/Poommates
tmplogment
Wanted
Services
Announcements
(greeks

WICCA WITCHCRAT, The Art of
Candleburning Courses. Leam the an
cient craft from a Genuine Witch. Small
classes. One on one instruction. Inter
view. $8 per class. Call Jo 585-0907.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS Immi
gration: DV-1 Greencard (GC). Lottery:
$39 to take part. Natives of almost all
countries are allowed to take part. Also,
students, tourists, illegals, etc. For info &
forms: New Era Legal Services 20231
Stagg St. Canoga Park, CA 91306. Tel:
(818) 882-9681; (818) 998-4425. Mon
day-Sunday 8 a.m. -11 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL EDITING/REWRIT
ING of papers, theses, dissertations,
monographs. George Tibbon, 299-2420.
TYPING SERVICES Who has the time to
type a paper? We do! Term papers,
resumes, anything you need. Free pick
up and delivery. Same day service avail
able. BRILL ASSOCIATES 275-1727.
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Costs: (USD Students, subtract 50%!)
125 characters, 1 week - 57
125 characters, 2 weeks - S1G
each additional 20 characters - $2
25% off all orders of 6 weeks or longer
* all classifieds due bg 5 p.m.. fridag prior to print
*purchase at LAC ticket window or call260-4714

EUROPEAN MAN, athletic, outgoing,
seeks conservative, athletic female for
dating. 535-0464.

ROOM FOR RENT Non-smoking male
or female. $350 a month. $100 deposit.
Call 273-8081 for more information.

THE VISTA is accepting applications for
all positions. Paid business positions
and editorial positions for communication
studies credit. Excellent experience. Call
4584.
$ HOLIDAY MONEY $ Christmas is
coming! Need extra $$$? Growing envi
ronmental co. has FT/PT positions gen
erating $500-$3000 mo. Start now call for
appt. 450-1375.
ATTENTION
ENTREPENUERS!
STRAIGHT "A" PAINTERS is now ac
cepting applications for branch manager
positions. Responsiblities include hiring
10-15 employees, marketing, sales, pro
duction and customer satisfaction. Must
be honest, hard-working and have a great
attitude. Average earnings $12,000 and
top 10 $28,000. Part time during school,
full time in summer. Paid professional
training starts January 15th. Hiring com
pleted before Christmas break. CALL
NOW 1 800 400 9332. JOIN OUR TEAM
SPRING BREAK '94 - Lake Havasu, AZ,
America's Newest Hot Spot, is actively
seeking responsible, energetic, ampus
reps. Earn$$$ + Free trips! Call Bill (619)
435-TRIP or (800) 4HAVASU
VISTA EDITORS NEEDED Sports, Out
look, College Life eds needed. I
finterested, call Chris Woo at x4584.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in can
neries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing
vessels. Many employers provide room
& board and transportation. Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary!
Male of Female. Gerthe necessary head
start on next summer. For more informa
tion call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5979
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing en
velopes at home. Send long SASE to:
Country Living Shoppers, Dept. J27, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA 70727.
WANTED Partime person with typing and
publishing skills. Call Hanna 565-9135
Monday-Friday 8-5.
CRUISE SHIP JOBS NOW HIRING Earn
up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World
travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.). Summer and Full-Time employ
ment available. No experience neces
sary For more information call 1-206634-0468 ext. C5747
CRUISE SHIP JOBS Students needed!
Earn $2000+ monthly. Summer/holidays/
fulltime. Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe,
Mexico. Tour Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Workers, etc. No
experience necessary. GALL 602-6804647, Ext. C147.
EXTRA INCOME '93 Earn $200-$500
weekly mailing 1993 Travel brochures.
For more information send a self ad
dressed stamped envelope to: Travel Inc.,
PO Box 2530, Miami, FL 33261

Vaporize the Vista
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Hardin's
Heavenly
Sense
Help! Hardin,
For as long as I can remem
ber, I have repeated things over
and over. These "things" might
seem trivial, but when you tie
and untie your shoelaces fifty
times before going to school, or
unroll all the toilet paper in both
the women's and men's
restrooms, one can't help but
wonder if something is wrong.
My new favorite past time is
spitting. But I don't just spit any
where, Oh! Contrare!! I get the
salivic urge only when people
are talking to me. Instead of
spitting in the bushes, some
other force takes over and I end
up spitting right into their face.
In just one week I have covered
over twenty people, whether it
be in conversation or just in
passing, with my personal
spittle.
The last straw was yester
day. I went in to talk to a profes
sor. When he said I would have
to do some extra credit, I hocked
a loogey in his face and ran
away as fast as I could. I am
absolutely MORTIFIED. I don't
even want to show up for class
anymore, I'd rather fail. Hardin,
please help me rid myself of
these awful habits.
Signed,
Wet With Worry

Dearest Worry Wart,
At the risk of sounding like
Ann Landers, please go seek
counseling, immediately. Are
you familiar with Pavlov and his
salivating dogs? The only thing
I can think of is that as soon as
you hear a human voice, your
urge appears (much like that of
the drool coming forth from
Pavlov's dogs once they heard
a bell.) Your best bet would be
not to talk to a single soul until
you are diagnosed. If for what
ever reason, you must talk to
someone, wear a motorcycle
helmet. The fiber glass shield
will guard the prospective splut
ter recipient from you and your
terrible compulsion.
All readers beware!! There is
a serial spewer on the loose.

Assifieds
For Sale: Nude pictures of your
mom and sister

Wanted: Shampoo to wash gel out of
Trevor Acers hair

Wanted: The return of unripe ba
nanas in the deli

Needed: Character witnesses to testify
that Michael Jackson is not a twisted
individual

For Sale: Item looted from recent
Jimmy Buffet concert: 1 MGD ILight
paper palm tree, 1 blow-up Corona
bottle and 6 cases of Crona Cerveza
from concession stand
Help!
Hungry cereal eater searching for a
bigger bowl
Is your fridge running? Then go
catch it you fool!
Hey! Can I bum a smoke? Call
Justin or Derek

Why it SUCKS to be a
Freshmen Guy

Single White Leprechaun looking for
a playmate. Call Cliff at 260-7611
Married Multicultural Man wanted for
a good time. Must be adventurous and
willing to try anything. Kiwi fetish a plus.
Needed: Opinionated editors willing to
take crap for every word printed. Must
be tough, strong and adament about
personal views
Recent Breakthrough: Ovaltinefound
to get rid of persisting nail fungus. Call
Athleeel Phoot for more information

Why life ROCKS as a
Freshmen Guy

Arts and crafts: Make it look fresh,
use it as a doorstop. Don't just pass
it on to that next relative in line—
Disguise it! Come learn the hun
dreds of uses for that notoriously
damned Holiday Fruitcake. Mon.
9:00 in the Caf
ABC (Already Been Chewed) Club
meeting on Friday.
Wet Skivvy contest to be held in
front of Olin. Large tips will be ap
preciated.
To that boy who sits behind me in
class—Stop sneezing on my neck!!
You may think it's funny, but it's
SNOTU
Wanted: Someone to cancel all fi
nals due to snow?!!

Top Seven
By Nate

By The Brew Crew of Maher

7) Maher Hall is a damn zoo
6) Beer smuggling
5) Freshmen girls use you for your
fake ID
4) You're not a senior anymore
3) Cleaning your own bathroom
2) Trying to get your damn mailbox
open
1) The Tram

7) Maher Hall is a damn zoo
6) Beer smuggling
5) Upper-class girls with cars are
looking for frosh guys with fake IDs
4) You're not a senior anymore
3) Having your own bathroom
2) Not having to write anyone back
because you can never get your
damn mailbox open
1) The Tram

Uses for that left-over
turkey:
7) Blend it for ice cream
6) Use it for show-n-tell
5) Use dark meat as a pendent accessories are in
4) Use it as bait for that elusive
woman

cHs
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^ By Mr. BVD

3) Great for covering up that
pesky bald spot

Sometimes, when no one is (coking, 1 hikg my
underwear up my Butt to encounter that ever-so

1) Spray it pink and pass it off as
ham

warm sensation.
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2) Cover pieces with glitter and
hang it on the Christmas tree

by Esteban del Rio
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PERFORMING LIVE
FRI3 DEC 9PM

PORT RUNNERS
SAT 4 DEC 9PM

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS ^0

VIRGIL

HAPPY HOUR

e e H o u s e
lac/It/ l<Utuh HAW* WmtM &U D&tUbOi
M0N1AY-THURSDAY
530AM-mrtirfT

FfiDAY
630AM - IMA

SATURDAY
730AM - 1AM

Foil
Highlighting

Men

Touch-up

reg. $21

Plan your next meeting
with us. Ask for David.

5297B Linda Vista Road, 293-0012

Cut & Style
Women

S p e c i a l s

4 PM - 6 PM
WEEKDAYS
BUY 1, GET 1 FREE

reg. $17

SIHTAY
730AM - midnighl

$13

$9

"Color

"Full Foil
Highlighting $40

$25
*Perms $30

Touch-up

"Full Color $35
"Spirals $50

ESPRESSO • COFFEEMTISli• PASTRIES • DESSERTS

$30

'(All services include
cut & condition-

'(All services include
cut & condition -

Long hair extra)

Long hair extra)

ELLAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163) • 268-8865
Specials good for first-time client. Exp. ^2/15/93

JOIN NOW!

image. N

NOW! VIP PARTIES!

CUSTOMER

•
•
I
I
I
I

COUPON SPECIAL

I
I
I
I
I
•

$500 OFF ANY KIND

^

OF

KEG BEER

OFFER EXPIRES 10/29/93

I
I
I
I
I
I

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
ANY DELI SANDWICH

DAILY SPECIAL NOT INCLUDED
ONE PER COUPON
EXPIRES 12/14/93

«rft*rw

Become o VIP Member&gXijJ
SAVE TIME FRONT OF LINE at Night
Clubs - You & a Guest
SAVE $ NO COVER CHARGE or
2 for 1 - 50% Off Everything
SAVE $ RESTAURANT 2 for 1 -50% Off
Includes follow up discounts everytime
SAVt

I
I
I
I
•
I

...get on the guest Ilist!

cecoocoooo |

(Regularly $130) Ad Now & Save 555M Plus Get Up fo

"2 Free Months"! Students Only!

2 for I fEveryDNight,UNTS

SAVE Includes tterchant Service Directory
jyERXSfil »o 100 s of Other Discounts

- Must present this ad for discount •Must purchase a inn. of 2 for this price
• I must bee new member
• Not vafid widi other cfisaiunts

SAMPLE CLUB LIST:
Chillers • Moose s • Emerald City • Elephant Bat • Comedy Store • TAXXI • Volcano Club • Sibyl's • Plum Crazy • Acapulco Joe's • Visa Diego's • InCohoots • Maxi's • Smokey s • Avanli •Playstool •
Crete's • Brev/slti s • Fibber McGee s • Wrangler s Roost • Die ZOO • Saadbot • Salmon House • Psytlone/SRH • Dream Street • Winston's• Dick s lost Resort *0le Madrid• Comedy Mile' Coyote
Live • Doily Plonel • Stingers • h Espano • Beachcomber • Second Wind • Buffalo Joe s • Bodies • Bonita Store • Hennessey's • Que Poso • Club 555 • Gorilla Pit • Migblov/n • Club 5lh Avenue
The cost of the Calfornn Express */!P Card wlpay for itself over & over, plus privileges. Order by
phone/ moJ (do notsend cash, odd $3pasloge & handBng) or in person ol3333 Midway Driw,Suite
205, San Diego, CA 92110. (Located across from PacersNight dub-Sporis Arena.) VIP Cards are
processed in 5mil Openeveryday. Sun by oppt.Ple«e cd frit (619) 226-1121.

Call 226-1121

BuyaMacintoshnow andyoucan
organize your time, straighten out your
finances or go completelyballistic.

Macintosh LC5205/80,
internal AppleCD*" '300i CD-ROM Drive,
Apple Keyboard II and mouse

Macintosh LC475 4/80, Apple Color Plus
14' Display, Apple Keyboard II and mouse.

Introducing the Great Apple Campus Deal. Now, when you buy any
select Macintosh* or PowerBook' computer, you'll also receive seven
software programs. It's all includedin one low price. And the software

Apple PowerBook I45B 4180.

give you the kinds of programs you need most. Programs to organize
your time and money. And some programs just for fun. So, why buy
an Apple" computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple,

package alone has a combined SRP value of $596* It was designed to

Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

Visit the USD Bookstore or call 260-4552
Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm; Friday, 9am-4pm; Saturday, 9am-4pm
©1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Affile, the Affile logo. Macintosh and PoteerBook are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleCD is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc.
'Based on the combined Suggested Retail Prices (SRP) of the products in The Campus Software Set for Macintosh as of October 1,1993

USD's Weekly Guide t o Entertainment
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Robin Williams' film is no drag
Kristi Dyer
Staff Writer
You've all seen him as Mork, the manic
extraterrestrial on the sitcom "Mork &
Mindy." How about as Popeye, the spinacheating sailor? He's been a wild, crazed disc
jockey and a liberal concerned prep-school
professor. This time, his character demands
him tochange into a wholenew man. In "Mrs.
Doubtfire," Academy Award winning actor,
Robin Williams is transformed into an older
English woman, a portrait of the perfect grand
mother. Mrs. Doubtfire is a story of a man
who poses as his ex-wife's nanny in order to
be near his children. The comedy-drama,
"Mrs. Doubtfire"is guaranteed to be a block
buster Christmas release.
Based upon the book Alias Madam
Doubtfire by Anne Fine, the film stars Robin
Williams and Sally Field. Williams portrays
Daniel Hillard, an out-of-work voice-over
actor who will go to extremes to be with his
kids. Daniel is carefree, spirited, and unfortu
nately no more mature than his three chil
dren, ages five through fifteen. His kids adore
him for his humorand liveliness. However, it
is these childish and often, irresponsible traits
that leas his wife, Miranda (Sally Field) to
finally ask for a divorce. Despite Daniel's
repeated heartwarming protests, Miranda is
granted custody of the children
"I'm addicted to my children, your honor,"
Daniel says as he painfully urges the court to
grant him more time to spend with his kids.
Although the majority of "Mrs. Doubtfire"
has the audience laughing hysterically, the
film is also very touching in its portrayal of
split households. Rather than concentrating
on the divorced couple finding themselves in
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love again, "Mrs. Doubtfire" looks at how
children are treated after the separation. The
film shows how kids are often tossed back
and forth from husband to wife. The fact that
childrenof divorcedparents are unfortunately
treated as objects or possessions, rather than
small adults with fragile hearts is touched
upon throughout the film. "Mrs. Doubtfire"
puts forth this messageextremely well, using
comedy and cross-dressing to lighten such a
heavy and realistic matter.
Call me crazy, but I think that any father
that would dress as an old, chubby woman,
and remain dressed that way all day for five
consecutive days purely out of desperation to
see his kids, is such a sweet, yet crazy con
cept Even crazier is the excellent transfor
mation of Robin Williams into the elderly
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Mrs. Doubtfire. More believable than Tom
Hanks in the hysterical sitcom "Bosom Bud
dies," or even Dustin Hoffman in the block
buster "Tootsie," Robin Williams is undoubt
edly the best looking 'male' woman ever
produced on screen. Just look at her (or shall
I sayhis ?) amazing photo. It looks nothing
like Robin Williams. How long did it take for
such a remarkable transformation? Four-anda-half hours of makeup work were required
each day for this elaborate transformation
process.
A series of steps took place every shooting
by make-up artists from "Dracula,"
"Beetlejuice," "Batman Returns" and "The
Secret Garden." First, several series of latex
would be applied to Robin's face and then
painted to resemble natural skin tones. Next,

a wig would be secured safely upon his head.
Williams would then put on a body suit that
changed his shape into that of a pudgy, older
woman. Last, the proper English wardrobe
would be put on to complete the transforma
tion into Mrs. Doubtfire.
The film is directed by Chris Columbus,
who also directed such huge successes as
"Home Alone" and "Home Alone 2: Lost in
New York." Like these, "Mrs. Doubtfire" is
a family oriented film. However, th'S film is
more sophisticated that the two "Hon „ Alone"
films. Yet in directing a film targeted to a
more adult audience, Chris Columbus suc
ceeds once again in what is anticipated to be
one of the top ten box office hits of the year.
Williams is excellent as the maternal Mrs.
Doubtfire, the granny who every little one
loves and cherishes. Eat your vegetables, do
all of your homework, finish yourchores, and
Mrs. Doubtfire will read you a bedtime story.
But that'snot all shedoes. With songs such as
"Dude (Looks Like a Lady)"and "Walk Like
a Man" playing in the background, Mrs.
Doubtfire goes on bike rides, boogies down
while vacuuming and even gives his em
ployer, who also happens to be his ex-wife,
love advice. Williams is well known for his
unmatched ad-libs and spontenaity, and "Mrs.
Doubtfire" does notdisappoint Asa result, he
(she) often catches the audience by surprise.
In Daniel Hillard's last plea to the judge, he
emotionally protests the custody award. "The
idea of somebody telling you that you can't
see your kids, you can't be with them...That's
just not an option. And sometimes you're
forced to go to extremes," he says. Without
any doubt, Daniel Hillard goes to such ex
tremes. Extremes that are so ludicrous and
hilarious that if for this reason alone, you've
got to check this he-she out!

Smarter than the average... guard dog?
Matt Morgan
Outlook Co-Editor

What do you get when you cross a jaguar,
owl and python with a Rottweiler? Granted,
most people in possession of their senses
probably have not considered the answer to
such a question. Fortunately, now you don't
have to... the folks at New Line Cinema have
done it for you with the new sci-fi/horror film
"Man's Best Friend," starring Ally Sheedy
and Lance Henriksen. Although the film is
yet another victim of recycled plot lines, for
once this doesn 't pose a problem. Aside from
suffering an occasional surfeit of cuteness
(which probably doesn't belong in a horror
film), "Man's Best Friend" has enough fresh
ness in the story to keep it interesting.
It is important to recognize that you have
probably seen this film before... when it was
released in 1986 and called "Short Circuit."
The military robot of that film may have been
replaced by a genetically altered dog for this
version, but basically the plot is the same. The
comparison is enforced by Sheedy's pres
ence, who in both films portrayed the same
type of role— a maternal.altruistic do-gooder
at odds with government agencies. The pri
mary difference between the two films, of
course, is that "Short Circuit" was billed as a
comedy, while "Man's Best Friend" is a
suspense film. This latter element is accom
plished by throwing in scenesfrom less-thannoteworthy films, suchas"Cujo"and "Child's
Play," among others.
The film centers around TV journalist Lori
Tanner (Sheedy). Tanner covers boring and

useless fluff pieces that nobody
watches, and wants to land a big
story to get a promotion. Mean
while, Dr. Jarrett (Lance
Henriksen) is a researcher working
at EMAX, a bio-engineering lab
that performs controversial vivi
sections, experimental surgeries on
living lab animals. Dr. Jarrett's
pride and joy is Max, an enormous,
genetically altered Rottweiler with
special abilities. Tanner is tipped
off toanimal cruelty charges against
EMAX, and sneaks into the lab
after hours to investigate. Jarrett
discovers her snooping around, and
a chase ensues, etc. etc. etc. You
know how it goes. Somehow, Max
winds up in Tanner's car, so she
decides to rescue him from the lab
and take him home. The rest of the
film is devoted to the events and
the chase sequences that follow.
Ordinarily, such a tired opening
sequence would make a film more
or less unwatchable. "Man's Best
Friend," fortunately, is spared such
a fate. One of the main reasons that
the film remains interesting is the
simple fact that one is never sure
what's going to happen next. The audience
knows early on that Max is no ordinary mutt,
but this knowledge doesn't really prepare
them for the events that follow. From here on
out it's hard to describe much without giving
away anything else; let's just say that Max
needs anti-psychosis medication, and inter
esting things happen when he doesn't get it.
Ally Sheedy and Lance Henriksen turn in

performances that are respectable at best.
Although Sheedy's Lori Tanner is the main
character, it is Henriksen's frazzled, apoca
lyptic Dr.Jarrett who is most memorable. For
her part, Ally Sheedy played essentially the
same role in "Short Circuit." Although that
film was rather amusing, if sophomoric, it
wasn't one of the high points of her career.
"Man's Best Friend" contains good support

ing roles from Robert Costanzo
as Detective Kovacs, a burnedout cop in the tradition of Joe Don
Baker's "Mitchell," and William
Sanderson as a disenfranchised
auto mechanic.Sanderson is prob
ably best known for his roleas the
Grim Reaper in "Bill and Ted's
Bogus Journey" a few years back.
Come to think of it, with so many
"burned-out" characters, the cast
might consider becoming
spokespeople for Prozac. Ihaven't
seen this much angst in one film
since "The Fisher King!"
The film's only major flaw lies
in a grating surfeit of cuteness
that at times becomes almost un
bearable. It gives one the impres
sion that the directors were moon
lighting on theset of "Beethoven's
2nd" or similar film. OK, so the
dog is a bit different ... enough
already! We get the picture! It
should be obvious that cuteness
doesn't have a place in a "horror"
film. By the same token, it is hard
to define"Man's Best Friend" as
a strict horror movie; the blood
shed doesn't reach unimaginable
proportions, nor does the body count rise
unbelievably high. It is probably more accu
rate to classify this film as suspense.
Overall, this one is worth seeing. It is
relatively original, decently scripted, and,
grating cuteness aside, remains interesting
from start to finish. In an age when films are
often composed of a lot less,. "Man's Best
Friend" is a winner.
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Costner, Eastwood prove to be a
winning combination
James Finete
Assistant Opinion Editor
In a perfect world, children are
loved and grow up to love their own
children. In "A Perfect World,"
children are treated like criminals
and leam love is an authoritative
hand across the face. John Lee
Hancock's script, with Clint
Eastwood'sdirection, examines the
mindset of a child-turned-psycho
path with frightful intensity.
It is 1963 Texas, and Butch
Haynes (Kevin Costner) is a
"learned" criminal whohas escaped
with fellow convictTerryPugh from
a Texas state prison. The two con
victs, in an attempt to steal a car,
find it necessary to take 8-year-old
Phillip Perry (T.J. Lowther) as a
hostage.
It is at this point that we leam
Butch is noordinary criminal. Butch
Haynes had his first run in with the
law when, at the age of 8, he was
forced to kill a man who was harm
ing his mother. Only a few years
later, with his father still serving
time and his mother working in a
brothel, a teenage Butch is caught
stealing as car. The arresting Texas
Ranger was Red Garnett (Clint
Eastwood) who pressed the judge
for a long sentence, thinking jail
would be safer than a dysfunctional
family for Butch. Red was dread
fully wrong: Jail only taught Butch
how to be a "criminal's criminal."
In "A Perfect World," Eastwood
is a craftsmen as an actor and direc
tor. However, Eastwood is at his
best when he isn't in the scene.

Boy On A Dolphin
Words Inside
Atlantic/Modern
There's something to be said for
new ideas in music marketing. Some
time ago, I bought a CD of some
band or other and found, in the
album sleeve, a survey card that
asked what music I listened to, etc.
You probably know the type. Any
way , the last question asked whether
I wanted to be placed on the Atlan
tic Records' mailing list"to receive
free promotional music."Well, who
wouldn't? I marked in the affirma
tive and promptly forgot about it.
That is, until this summer, when
a promo CD single of a song called
"Nouwe O N'Mazei" turned up un
expectedly in my mailbox. The band
responsible was the English quartet
Boy On A Dolphin, and the single
was mind-blowing. A mix of classi
cal guitar, smooth rhythmsand Tanzanian chorus gave the song a truly
unique flavor. Its closest musical
relatives are Johnny Clegg &
Savuka, guitarist OttmarLiebert and
Sade, although thesong maintains a
sound all its own.
Picking up entire albums on the
strength of one single, while a com
mon practice, is normally risky busi
ness. But Boy On A Dolphin's de
but album "Words Inside" takes a
cuefrom theaforementioned promo
single: it takes all the commonly
held ideas about pop music, stereo
types and genres and throws them
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Eastwood shinesas
a director when he
steps outof the way
and gives Costner
and Lowther room
to develop into
believible and en
dearing characters.
When Eastwood is
in the scene though,
his character is re
freshingly vulner
able
without
comprimising his
authority. The
Hancock script is
filled with irony.
From the title to the
last scene, "A Per
fect World" is, for
Butch, and later Phillip, a search for
freedom and for a father. The two
seem like they are from two differ
ent worlds, but as their lives dis
turbingly become inseperable, we
learn thatPhillip is Butch waiting to
happen. With that realization, Butch
finds it in his heart to keep his
partner. In Phillip, Butch looks for
the childhood he never had, and in
Butch, Phillip looks for the father
he lacks.
Laura Dem plays a minimal role
in the movie as inexperienced state
criminologist Sally Gerber who
helps Red understand the mind of
Butch. Of course, Red knows all too
well that Butch is now his responsi
bility. Unlike other scripts out of
Hollywood, this one doesn't fall
into the trap of an unnecessary and
unlikely romance between Red and
Sally. The two eventually leam to
respect and understand each other,

out the proverbial window. As a
result, the album sparkles with mu
sical creativity and lyrical double
entendres.
Boy On A Dolphin consists of
vocalist John Reilly, drummer

Darren Ford, guitarist Pete Hiley
and bassist Andy Needham, al
though the band enlists all sorts of
other musicians for backup as the
songs require. Despite their rela
tively new arrival on the music
scene, the band is no stranger to
musical risk-taking. One would
think that in seeking a recording
contract, a band would do every
thing possible to ensure their
chances of getting signed. Not these
guys. Guitarist Pete Hiley decided
he didn't like the electric guitar
anymore and quit cold turkey.
But lack of an electric guitar
means absolutely nothing as far as
"Words Inside" is concerned. Mu
sically, the album is incredibly rich,
its diverse styles ranging from the

If you would like to include
your event in this box, send
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VISTA; do Outlook Editor;
5998 Alcala Park; San Diego,
CA 92110-2492.
Please remember to include
time, date, place, purpose, the
event title and some back
ground on the event. All
submissions are due two weeks
prior to publication. The USD
VISTA reserves the right to
deny servicing of press
releases.
compiled by Joey Santos

W O R
but their relationship is insignifi
cant. Eastwood clearly knows that,
and keeps the focus on Butch and
Phillip, using Red and Sally as re
lief points for theconsuming script.
Best of all, Costner refuses to
make Butch an easily hated or un
derstood character. An otherwise
gentle and charismatic person,
B utch metamorphosizes in to a beast
any time he sees a child being
abused. His victimsare victimizers.
There is poetic justice in the movie
until the very end, when the script
takes a turn that few screenwriters
have the guts to make. Yet movie
goers will understand that such a
climax is the only way the movie
could end. It is inevitable, and it is
maddening. "A Perfect World" is a
movie you should see. There are
few movies today that are worth the
7 dollar admission, but this movie is
definitely a winner.

ethereal piano strains on "Are You
Lonely Now?" to the furious bon
gos and heavy percussion on the
apocalyptic "One World." Reilly's
falsetto on the title track is vaguely
reminiscient of '50s Motown bal
lads, but it doesn't get annoying. In
fact, the song is among the best on
the album. Other highlights include
the strategically placed opener
"Nouwe O N'Mazei," brooding
"Mystery Girl," sweeping
"Malaika—Your Land" and soar
ing crescendos of "Fire." When
Reilly sings "I'm a working man/
from an old steel town/Never had
much school/but that never got me
down," this song takes on a
Springsteen-esque aura. In fact, the
only song that can really be called a
failure is "Brother," which with its
'70s-style trumpets and lethargic
basslines sounds like a good candi
date for a supermarket playlist.
This album is a must for any
listener. Go down to the your favor
ite music store and pick up "Words
Inside." I recommend the
Wherehouse because of itsexchange
policy; in the unlikely event you
don't like it, you have ten days to
exchange it for credit or a refund.
With insurance like that, how can
you go wrong? And the next time
you find one of those survey cards
tucked in an album sleeve, send it
in. You never know what ear candy
might find its way to your mailbox.

—Matt Morgan

TONIGHT
Mazzy Star w/ St. Johnny
and That Dog: Rolling Stone
described the existential drug
pop of West Coast duo Mazzy
Star as a "spacey fusion of old
blues, creepy psychedelia and
down-and-out country &
western." In any case, if the
Cowboy Junkies suit your
fancy, Mazzy Star will be sure
to make you feel quite ethe
real. The Belly Up Tavern,
Solana Beach, 8:30 p.m. For
more info, call 278-TIXS.
FRIDAY

Jesus Christ Superstar:
Although the concept of a rock
opera wasn't exactly new
when Andrew Lloyd Webber
wrote his first full-scale
extraveganza (Uh...can you say
the Who'sTommy 2) Jesus
Christ Superstar is definitely
innovative. The protaganist/
narrator of the musical is
Judas, while the Messiah is
portrayed as a neurotic lunatic
at times. It makes for an
interesting twist on the story of
Christ's life, as well as being
an excellent example of rock
storytelling. The Civic Theatre,
8 p.m. For ticket prices, call
236-6510.
Radio Wendy w/ Tanner and
Contra Guerra: I highly
recommend anyone into really
good feedback pop to go check
out this show. Personally, I
really like Contra Guerra. Lead
vocalist Jackie Starr has a
beautiful voice and tremendous
songwriting ability. Both
Contra Guerra and Radio
Wendy have new seven-inch
singles out if you want to hear
them before seeing them live.
Bodie's, downtown, 9 p.m. For
more info, call 236-8988.

Driver is just one of those bands
you have to love. Rumor has it
UJBOD is being courted by a
couple of major labels, but then
again what really good local
band isn't? World Beat Center,
midtown, 8:30 p.m., $17.50
advance, $20 night of show. For
more info, call 278-TIXS.
Inch w/ Well Strung To Hang
and Locomotive: Inch is
beyond words. The band
manages to juxtapose extremely
heavy groove rock with
frontman Stimy's sensitive and
thoughtful lyrics. The group is
really an experience live and
their energy is definitely
infectious. They just finished
recording some songs for their
debut album, which should be
out some time in the near future.
Bodie's, downtown, 9 p.m. For
more info, call 236-8988.
SUNDAY
All w/ My Name, Inch and
Lemons: All has been around
for awhile accumulating loads of
admirers with their straight
forward punk sound. If you've
seen shirts with the Frog Christ,
that's an All shirt. In addition, if
you missed Inch the night
before, here's an oppurtunity to
see them again. Tickets are
relatively inexpensive which
makes this show just that more
worthwhile. World Beat Center,
midtown, 8:30 p.m., $10 through
Ticketmaster and the World
Beat Box Office. For more info,
call 278-TIXS.
Ed Hall w/ Sugartooth and
Unwritten Law: I can't give a
plug for any of these bands, but
if you've got nothing better to
do and you enjoy rock 'n roll,
then make a trip down to the
Casbah and check out the show.
The Casbah, 9 p.m„ $5. For
more info, call 294-9033.
WEDNESDAY
Best Kissers in the World w/
Chainsaw Kittens: Best Kissers
in the World have got a really
cool single out called "Miss
Teen U.S.A." The pop quartet
come straight from Seattle and
are representive of the tremen
dous influence Big Star has had
on all the major alterna-pop
bands populating music today.
Anyway, their major label debut
Been There has gotten some
pretty decent reviews and they
should enjoy some success. The
Casbah, 9 p.m., $8. For more
info, call 294-9033.

SATURDAY
The Buzzcocks w/ the
Doughboys and Uncle Joe's
Big 'Ol Driver: Here's a show
for all fans of really good
garage rock. The buzz around
the Buzzcocks is extremely
good (everyone I've talked to
that's heard them really digs
them) and Uncle Joe's Big '01

Frank Sinatra w/ Don Rickles:
Run home and tell your grand
parents, parents, and great aunt
Griselda ... 'Ol Blue Eyes is
coming to the Sports Arena.
Gasps and swoons should follow
despite the fact Sinatra's been
around since the late Jurassic
period. For more info, call 278TIXS.
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Mental illness has warning signs, too.

course?

Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness.
Unfortunately, most of us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated.
In fact, 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better.
For a free booklet about mental illness, call the
National Mental Health Association:

USD offers a variety of courses in all schools:
Arts & Science, Business, Education and
Nursing. You can work on requirements or
take an elective, attend class in the morning or
evening, get ahead or catch up on units.

Come to Intersession to...
•
•
•
•

1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

E!
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Mental Health
Association,.

See your friends sooner
Beat the "After Christmas Blues"
Be in class when the Santa Anas aren't blowing...
Get ahead with your degree program!

For more information, contact the Intersession
Office, Founders 108, or call 260-4800.
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HAPPY HOUR BUFFET - WIDE SCREEN TV • LOTS OF MONITORS
GREAT DRINK SPECIALS » GREAT FOOD - AND MORE.

USD students! Earn up to four units at

SDSU Wintersession
January 3 - 21, 1994

Call 594-5152 for a free schedule.
Choose from 190 short, intensive courses
from 34 departments!
Best of all...
•
•
•

admission to SDSU is not required
most courses $104 per unit
most courses transferable (contact your USD advisor for applicability)

•
•
•
•

short, intensive courses
uncrowded campus
no parking congestion
MasterCard, Visa, cash, check or money order accepted

To registerRegister in person or by mail. In-person registration begins Monday, December 6.
The Registration Office is open 8:30 am-4:30 pm, Monday-Friday. The office will be closed
from 12 noon Dec. 17 through Dec. 26; Dec. 31; and Jan. 17.

How to get there...

Take I-8 to College ave (South) Turn right on Montezuma, right at 55th St. and right into parking lot "K." Walk east to the
College of Extended Studies Registration Office, #6 West Plaza Mall (across from the SDSU Stadium - see map in schedule)

Call 594-5152 to have a free schedule mailed to you.
SDSU College of Extended Studies, 5630 Hardy Ave., San Diego, CA 92182

